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\ ¢>_ Base, January 1940 to Jarch i548. rhe report is suomittec in 
’*5 two copies with the master ditto. One has been sent to "“” Karlsruhe headquarters, tro arc retained here. 

. ;=_ 2. A word of explanation is necessary concerning the 
p 

- origin and development of this report. It was begun Orig" _ 
l inally as a Chief, Berlin Operations Base, Progress Report zor 

g 
19¢?” It soon became apparent that.it was impossible to GlS~ 

t 

g 
cuss 1947 without going into the background of the preceding 

, year, for which no overall report had been submitted. Inevi- 
; 

~' tably the preparation of'the report stretched out over the 
. ‘first three months of 1948. In the meantime, the situatio§_ 

g 
, 

. was changed by the proposal that I oe transferred from Berlin 
f Base. iwith this possibility in view, my concept changed rrom 

that of a mere progress report. to an overall statement 
7 designed to help and guide my successor. from thisrconcsptfi 

emerged the thought that the same report might be Q1 €eneT§+;_ 
interest to Heedcuarters, and it was with this in mind that it " was finally written. 

\\ 

”+' 3. I do not know whether the report as finally presented 
- 

' 4‘ Q1 . " requires any general circulation in your ofiice or other parts 
Y cf‘OS0. For that reason I have sent itlK§§§E, leaving it up = to you to decide how far it should he shown. I am aware that 

some very frank statements are made about American officials 
and agencies, and for that reason you may wish to keep it 
closely restricted, or you may decide to break it up and circu- 
late individual sections, suppressing others. In any casep I 
have no pride of authorship in the document. 

/5] LDlflQ¢ D¢JPan ; 

Chief, BOB 
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admirable facilities, all these 
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of the opposition completely. In a position 
k l "Count 
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,' The basic element in the history of the 
Berlin Operations 

Base during 1946 and 1947 has been the 
maintenance of continuity 

as a unified Detachment, in what may 
be-described as a semi- 

-‘ 

In this respect no fundamental changes were made overt status. < , _ 

in the situation which had existed since 
the end of 1945. 

ime there have indeed been Throughout the two years of my reg , 
-_ _ 

numerous occasions on which the advisability 
of maintaining this 

' 

' tion was raised 
status has been questioned. Sometimes the ques _ 

'by.Heidelberg, sometimes by ourselves but each time the answer 

was the same: the operational, administrative,-and 
liaison ad- 

vantages of a compact unified Base outweigh 
the security advané 

tages of dispersal and deep cover. As long as our primary mission 

a remains the servicing of the Theater Commander 
and other local - 

customers, as opposed to the secondary mission 
of establishing a 

.-long range, permanent, truly clandestine 
coverage, the Army will 

have to know who we are and how to deal with 
us. Externally, the 

administrative and liaison connections which have 
been built up 

_ 

elaborately over two years are a precious asset 
which we are 

reluctant to liquidate. Internally, the cooperation between the 

=“Branches,-the intimate connection between the 
case,officers and 

‘the=executive*heads, the convenience of our building with its_ have seemed to outweigh perfection‘ 

‘ist.conceptions of,segregation and deep cover. V 

he have, in other words, mai tained a middle 
course; We have

N avgided the ‘cordon sanitaire _ 

but we. v_e also kept a substantial
' 

' measure of‘ onymitys It is, of course, impossible to be sure 
that 

~'ur security measures have been sufficient to divert 
the attention 

such as ours, one 
no man happy (read 

. .does well to remember the Gree mora . 

unblown) until he is dead!" Nevertheless, we feel some confidence 

"that our security position is radically different 
from that of the 

overt agencies, 5-2 Berlin Command, CIC, and the 
Intelligence 

Office of Military Government in Berlin (OMGBS). 
Allxfihelf execu- 

,- tive and staff personnel are known and have become 
Soviet EEI!e. 

Perhaps our personnel may also figure on those 
EEI's, but so far 

ase of-major significance has come to our notice. 
Some 10 

no c _
_ 

British and American agencies which would be in a 
position to re- 

‘ 
~ 

hav rovided at least 
5 port any major_security break 

affecting us e p 
negative confirmation of our practical anonymity.

» 

‘Securityewise, our semi-overt status has caused us 
some un- 

t b 
“happy moments. The most alarming flurry was that brought abou 

y‘ 

the Associated Press dispatch on the so-called 
underground railway, 

-\< _ . , v
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alleged to have spirited Hikolajczyk out of Poland. The unfor-- 
tunate reference to "Q War Department detachment" sent us into 
a prolonged tailspin, from which we gradually emerged, clinging 
to the hope that the difference between "a" and "the" WDD may- 
have escaped the attention of unfriendly eyes. At any rate, we 
did the best we could to lock the barn door; we found out the 
identity of the culprit and got the matter into IG channels. We » 
were-able to derive at least a vindictive satisfaction from the 
fact that the indiscreet OHGUS official was abruptly returned to 
the States. We have never been able to ascertain whether the 
other offender, i.e. the AP correspondent, felt any remorse for 
his unethical release of false information, damaging to American 
security, or whether any deterrent effect was achieved. 

This incident remains the only one of which we are cognizant 
affecting the security of our Detachment as a whole. The result- 
ing decision to change the name of the Detachment would have_been 
inevitable in any case, since the passing of the War Department 
has made our designation a rather conspicuous anachronism. We 
look forward in the spring of 1948 to a carefully planned change 
of name and cover, carried out by an officer specially designated 
by Heidelberg to explore all the manifold administrative complexi— 
ties which such a move entails. We hope for once to have a ] 
thoroughly cogitated and relatively foolproof approach to a problem 
which in the past no one has ever confronted with sufficient 
thoroughness. 

'
~ 

The other principal blow to our security through indiscre- 
tions by the press was the publication by Joseph Alsop of the . 

substance of one of our secret reports entitled "Speech by 
Sokolovsky". We have never fully got to the bottom of this leak,'~ 
partly because it has seemed inexpedient to press-too hard. It 
seems almost certain that this report was shown to Alsop on instruc- 
tions of the highest State Department authority in Berlin. Whether 
this action was, as one important official put it, "a deliberate 
leak" based on orders from Washington, we have not attempted to 
find out, but we have let it be known at the highest level con- 
cerned that our agency does not recognize the existence of any - 

authority competent to release our classified material for publi- 
cation without prior clearance. 

In connection with Detachment security, we have made repeated 
efforts to develop outside cover positions for individual staff 
members._ From the outset, however, we have been greatly frustrated 
by an obstacle which for the time being seems insurmountable, viz. 
the refusal of General Clay to permit the use of Military Government 
cover for clandestine operations. During the first_half of 1947 
we made a number of tentative approaches to the problem. _With the 
full approval of the OHGUS personnel Officer, the Theater-Director 
of Intelligence,_and even the Chief of Staff, Brig. gen. Charlesrv 

SEqfiT 
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Gailey, we actually installed '::/-;em,- )—1@_cl<Snt,v/, Chief so,‘ in the Public Safety Branch of OEGHS, under an alias} However, as 
the result of anunfortunate :L'*‘“‘ ""‘ 
the Chief of Public Relati0ns,VkLK5&7k fexcellent arrangements were so badly disturbed that wt were fdrced to withdraw him to 2 

the haven of our own Detachment. Since this incident raised 
the general principle to the level of the 0HGUS_Chief of Staff, 
.ue.felt it advisable to push it to the final echelon, and clear up once for all the somewhat unknown quantity of General Clay's 
policy._ The occasion could not have been more favorable for a 
strong presentation of our.request, Brig. Gen. E. K. Wrightf 
personally presenting it on our behalf. General Clay's answer 
was a po1ite_but unequivocal "No". He evplained that his lofty concept of the integrity of the hilitary Government function ruled out altogether the‘practice of dissimulation and under- cover activity. He was quite willing to ertend the use of military on any other related cover available in the theater, but under no circumstances that of Military Government. we of course assured him we would comply. 

This ruling puts us at a great 

f However, it has not put us completely out of business. Within OHGUS there exist-facilities which are not 
strictly.those of Military Government, notably within the ad- ministrative and logistic headquarters known as Berlin Command. Berlin Command is not ruled out by General Clay's decision, and we have already found at least one admirable niche in the Provost * 
Marshal's office for"(T}'e_°,-»g¢, Be/lC_w 

_ We feel that other places will be available as the need occurs, and we have been able to count on excellent cooperation from the commanding officer down. 
Establishment of cover on a group basis, which would be re- quired in the case of a dispersal of the Detachment, does not 

yet seem feasible. It was hoped that the proposed transfer of 
control from Army to State Department in July 1948 would open new cover possibilities, but the cancellation of the transfer set back those hopes indefinitely. 

_ 
with the maintenance of our Detachment identity, unity, security, and cover has gone the retention of our physical prop- 

erty, especially our office building at 19 Foehrenweg. In the late sumer of 1947 we were subjected to a rather serious attack, 
.directed by the Chief of Staff of OHGUS, Brig. Gen. Charles Gailey, but actually inspired by General Clay himself. Since his accession to the Theater Command in March of this year, General Clay-has repeatedly given evidence of the military man's (and engineer's!) fondness for tidying things up. He has~showed 
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a predilection for consolidating the numerous scattered flags and colored pins which dot the installation-map in the S-4 office of Berlin Command. At times, indeed, this drive has had unfortunate results, as in the case of General Clayfs_personal_ order to pull all outlying HP detachments into a single central- barracks.' The effect of this order,_as pointed out to him in E advance by all the American laweenforcement-and intelligence agencies, has been to denude of police protection the highly' '- 
exposed_areas bordering the_Bussian Sector, and to invite abduc- tionsfand other Russian forays into our sector. General Clay admitted that he was'taking a "calculated risk", 
~j‘H'General Clay's order to consolidate all minor headquarters hit CIC, SQ2’ and-ourselvcsi t the same time, creating much consternation. GIG faced thg threat of GI regimentation in barracks and_the loss of its-large billet and office compound. 8-2 was confronted with the disadvantageous prospect of sharing a modest and completely public wing of Headquarters Command with the other~S's. And-we were invited tdggive up our building and move into the OHGUS area-where it would be difficult, if not im- possible, to operate ouriown motor podli and maintain physical security.--As a result the three agencies made-a common front, and after some hesitation the Theater Director of Intelligence, Major_General Robert Walsh,:went to bat successfully for allc In our case, we invited a personal inspection by General Gailey and succeeded in convincing him that our building was not only ideal for our purposes, but was mubh~too desirable a property-to turn back to the German economy; we were greatly helped, I might add, by the intervention of General Wright, whose visit to Berlin coincided with the crisise 

_ 

' 

-
' 

_ 

' 

I should also add g¥§§ we did not_mahe the fight to retain. the building, merely ou nertia and reluctance to be.disturbed. We eramined carefully the alternatives which, besides dispersal, included the choice of two buildings within the OMGUS compound, more or less comparable in size to our_own. We weighed the ' 

security advantages of a change of location and found them wanting against the equally obvious security risks of the physical move and the inevitable setback to the continuity of our intelligence productione _ Y
" 

- \ 

, 5, Perhaps theemost important development of 1947 affecting the Base as a wholefiwas the reversal of the personnel attrition which hadataken place in 19469 when I arrived in January 1946, the 4 strength of the Detachment was about 27 Americans, including enlisted men and secretariesoe Shortly thereafter we were invited to submit a personnel estimate, based on an optimum T+Q for as 8elfrC0ntained operating and reporting Base. We arrived at the ~ 
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figure of 41 or 42 as the minimum for a fully rounded operation. 
However, the next few months marked a falling awayfrom rather 
than an approach toward this goal. At the lowest point, which 
was reached in the summer of 1946, the entire strength of the 
detachment was 23 persons, civilian and military. However the 
tide turned, and gradually during the past year we have moved_ 
nearer and nearer to.our T-O. As of the present writing our 
actual strength is 35 civilians, 5 EH. New recruits were sent 
out from the States and routine transfers were made from other - 

parts of the Station. However, the greatest accession of strength 
occurred in the summer of 1947 through the dissolution of the 
Intelligence Branch at Heidelberg, and the transfer of its person- 
nel to field bases. ~ :_ 

The gain in personnel has been even greater in quality than 
in quantity. Washington recruiting lthough limited in numbers, 
has produced an outstanding group of 6 young case officers, 
admirably suited to permanent careers in the organization. The 
breakup of=Intelligence ranch gave us a new h ad for.each of 
am‘ Operating bringing to 11$ 
the full benefit of the desk experience at level of an 
intermediate headquarters. All in all, we may thank bothc 
Washington and Heidelberg for a generous and wise allocation of 
personnel to what we naturally consider the all important level 
of direct intelligence production. 

' ' 

A word should be said concerning problems of morale.‘ Despite 
ups and downs I believe that the curve has mounted steadily during 
the past year and that the morile of.the personnel at this Base' 
has never been‘better than it s today.. Mutual confidence between 
Heidelberg and Berlin obtains on every level. Our case officers‘ 
have recovered from the dismay brought on by our security losses. 
As indicated below, the administrative picture, especially trans- 
portation has improved,'bringing relief from the chaos and dis- 
organization inherited from the break up of the wartime organiza- 
tion. Andfinally, and not least, the influx of dependents has 
stabilized the personal_lives of a considerable percentage of 
our staff, and brought an element of maturity and dignity as.an 
erample to the rest. The situation is indeed by no means perfect. 
There are still instances of immaturity, emotional unbalance 
and social inbreeding within our little community, but these are 
being treated with tact or firmness, as the case demands, and 
gradually_eliminated. _We have entered 1948 with a spirited yet 
disciplined staff,-in the true sense an elite groups

\ 
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PART II 
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.The principal evecutive responsibility of the Chief, Berlin Operations Base consists in the general su rvi i _ pe s on of intelli- gence operations. Although ultimate control _ 
_ rests in Heidelberg. and Washington immediate o er ti 1 " 

, p a ona responsibility is delegated at the Base to the Branches 'there remains a substantial element of intermediate responsibility which the Base Chief carries‘ In practice because of the scope and evteneive ramifications or ER operations, I have been able to erercise only the most general anpervision,.eonfining myself to matters of significant security or-policy 1mportance;_ In the case of SC, with its much more compact and intensive scale of operations I have be en able to maintain a correspondingly closeaegree oi interest even in small detaile1~ ' 

_ 

' 

. 

_ 
_ 

_ 

-

. 
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The trend of FR intelligence production, as measured in number of reports, may be indicated by a few simple statistics. During the first eight months of 1946, the output of raw and disseminated reports rose from some 300 per month to an average of 500 and a peak of more than 700. ‘With the reorganization of SSU into WDD on 20 October 1946, the present report series began with MGB~l -- and“ almost a year to the day later the Berlin Base logged HGB-5000. (These included nearly three hundred SC reports.)~ In August 1947 a total_of 525 reports was logged and forwarded, but a deliberate and vigorous effort to reduce the flow of useless or mediocre ' 

material brought the figure down to 213 by October and has-kept it in that neighborhood ever since. Both case officensand reports officers were instructed to apply much more rigorous screening standards_than before, so that we could concentrate on improving our'output and free reports officers all along the line from a clogging weight of paper. ‘ 

_ 

‘ =* 

The_statistics above are in themselves not particularly ens lightening evcept as they indicate a phase of quantitative'evpan- sion, followed by one of contraction. In order to illustrate the real significance of this development, and comment briefly on the trends in scope and quality of FR coverage, I shall review in broad terms the historical development of FR operations since the estab- lishment of the Berlin Base. _
- 

' 

1. The development of the ER Branch of the Berlin Operations Base during the past two and a half years may be said to sum up-_ the transition from the wartime operation of 038/SI to the_begin» nings of-the permanent long range organization-of the_post war era. This development has gone through four phasest _a) July l94S_to ' 

February 1946, the attempt to convert-the relics of wartime SI to the purposes of the occupation period; b) March to September_l946,‘ concentration on-military_intelligence and the development of new chains; especially for evtensive area_coverage; c) October 1946 to June.1947, gradual shift to intensive coverage of fewer and more highly selected targets, be inning of liquidation of chains and other security losses; and d§ July 1947 to date; reconstruction and tightening of the FR agent system with a view to long range production. o 
' 

- - 

p a_ ..m1z__;945_-. epg_m;:y..194§.. As was inevitable _the immediate postwar phase ifi;Berlin was marked by the carry over.of substantial parts of the wartime SI Branch. The Chief of the German Eission Hr. Allen Dulles} brought with him.from Switzerland a con- siderable group of high-level Germans) the so-called Crown Jewels, who Jma been recruited an;-mg the war; 
. 

_ _But however impressive on paper, the Crown Jewel program in practice proved unsuited to the 

j 
SEQQQT 
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prevailing situation. Most of the individual members naturally 
made haste to get back to their personal affairs, law, politics, 
journalism, business. Even had they been interested in continu- 
ing to work for OSS, there was little that they could contribute 
in the way;of clandestine intelligence. The chief concern of 
many was to capitalize on the credit they had earned by their 
services during the war, and in some cases their evaggerated 1 

notions led to embarrassing and painful incidents -—"£or evample 
in the long drawn out termination of our relations with 

_ 

and our only remaining concern with him is to fulfill 
a long last our ancient promise to get him to the.States¢ 
Tddai three Crown Jewels remain on our books in Berlin, including 

_ _ 
- The principal reason for the collapse of the postwar 

Crown Jewel program lay, however in the dt§integration.of the 
oss itself. ’After mr. Dulles returned to e States in October 
1945 a series of commanding officers and evecutives.passed in 
rapid succession through the Berlin Detachment. Redeployment. _ 

‘was swift, and in a few months the strength of the Detachment fell 
more_than fifty per cent. SI Branch suffered heavily from this 
personnel attrition. Moreover it was split up into a number of 
separate operating units (Peter David etc.), physically isolated 
and with no control by the Berlin Chief -- control being ererted 
(if at-all) byfwiesbaden. In large part, it is the memory of. 
this atomistic and undisciplined era which has deterred us from 
undertaking a new program of dispersal. " ~ 

‘

p 

During this period the presence of Mr. Dulles -- and=_ 
for some time after his actual departure, the impact of his 
personal prestige -- enabled the Detachment to operate on a very 
high echelon. Intelligence reports were delivered personally to" 
General Clay and Ambassador Murphy, and direct access to the 
"presence" was frequent. This was undoubtedly gratifying, but 
in the long run it produced unfortunate results for which we are

' 

still paying. The fact seems to be that SI production in the last 
quarter of 1945 was actually of low quality, and the effort to 
sell it directly to General Clay had the boomerang effect of giv- 
ing him a low opinion of the organization. Indeed, he showed 
an indifferent_if not hostile attitude to intelligence in general, 
during 1946 and 1947; an attitude which applied primarily to the 
G-2 agencies, but in part also to ourselves. Much-of our effort 
during the past two years has been aimed at counteracting this 
negative_view by steadily improving the quality of our service ~ 

for Theater customers, so that the merits of our positive intel- 
sligence speak for themselves without special salesmanship. There 
is reason to believe that we are beginning to succeed. _ 

~ Two other shortcomings were apparent in the SI produc- 
'tion of this early period. In the first place, too much attention 
was paid to rumors, high level gossip, political chitchat.‘ Lengthy 

sryér 
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reports from highly placed agents were purveyed as intelligence, whereas in many cases they represented mere ave-grinding or 
Jgmggrbegichte. It is not surprising that material of this type soon elicited a negative reaction for the principal customers. 

- The second defect resulted from a mistaken Judgment _ of target priorities. During this period an unduly large share of our attention was given to Poland and New Poland. This area was naturally a major target, but effective coverage was (and 
-has remained) impracticable. we were never successful at re~ cruiting agents who combined professional intelligence skills withfthe necessary knowledge of.the area, courage to run the. great risks, and dependability. Those whom we did recruit were motivated by overweening personal interests: business in Upper 
Silesia, undiscriminating agitation against the OderéNeisse,‘ 
frontier, or smuggling and the black market. Further, this concentration on Polishdheld areas'distracted attention from our 
target of primary interest, viz. the Soviet Zone. 

. b. March-September_l946. This initial phase of post- war positive operations came to an end during the first two months of my regime. I do not take-any credit for the transition, sinceo it was largely directed from.higher headquarters. Qwfhclfnnv hELqs who had been the last chief of the Berlin Base prior to 
Imy arrival, was now in charge of the responsible desk in Wadoington bringing to headquarters his direct operating erperience.- - " 
Wiesbaden-and later Heidelberg had shaken down the swollen wartime ogrowth and set up.the strongly-staffed intermediate SI organizaee 
tion which culminated in the so-called Intelligence Branch. HY own role in the conduct of SI operations was distinctly limited during this entire phase by the Heidelberg policy of strong inter- mediate control.‘ Mbst'of-my attention was accordingly devoted to establishing liaisons and to coping with the inherited administra- tive disorder of the Base, leaving positive operations more or less to themselves. "'

_ 

.' 
_ __Ehe basic event of this second phase was the an» nouncement of the Grail Program in June 1946, which had been an- ticipated by_an urgent shift to military targets for G—2 USFET (General Sibert) in March 1946. First_Frankfurt requested, and then Washington required that we_elevate military intelligence, especially Order of Battle of the Soviet armed forces, to the highest prioritygat no matter what cost to our other operationso -The effect on our positive operatione_was of course sweeping; in some respects it was disastrous. .It was obvious that SI opera- tions had to be greatly evpanded, and with great speed. The only way to do this was to build up large agent chains, reaching out and covering the Soviet Zone throughout its length and breadtho 

ssxcr 
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SI Branch embarked on this evpansion with great vigor and_enthusi— asm- Under the guidance of the energetic but methodical figure -@<TI?F*__, its operations office became a center of intense activi~ 
ty._ Chains thrust out like rapidly forming crystal fingerso Re- ports flowed in and new briefs were issued, the great majority written by.3kff?Qh$ Jimself, in response to”the ever increasingv impact of-the Grails. It was a dynamic and evciting period as_re~ port numbers mounted and sub-agent chain numbers steadily prolif- 
8ra'tedo 

In retrospect it is easy to criticize this free and easy period, but at the time everyone -- our customers Heidelberg, Washington -~ was immensely pleased and kept on demanding mores There.was a certain gratification in being able to pinpoint a target anywhere in the Russian Zone, and dispatch an agent to cover it almost at a moment's notice. Perhaps the classic opera- tion'of_this-type was the surveillance of a large cache of uranium .ea1ts et‘Ludwigslust, which we carried out for the Manhattan Engineering District. we could put a man into the warehouse almost at will and from afar we watched with satisfaction the elimination of the dangerous salts by their use in tanning white leather! 
V Although the production of military intelligence en1oyed~top priority at this time, it did not preclude a vigorous expansion of our political and economic coverage, It was during this period that Pa {er SlCh€| -,5 then Chief of the branchand _J1u¥v/L" /<pevelgped clandest1ne.intelligence reporting on the Sbviet Zone to the point of routine? and established the basic penetrations mm the Central Aidministrationsin seem which con- -stitute the staple of FR Branch today; _Although taken in this type of production was-less spectacular than the-Grail work, in the aggregate it has produced a more lasting impression. By the beginning of 1947 FR economic and political coverage was cIearlyigstab1ished.as the best produced by any intelligence agency in Ber 0 Our prestige with ODI, OHGUS, reached a high peak from which it has never declined. So great was 0DI's confidence in our Soviet Zone coverage that the_Chief, Colonel Rodeo re- quested us to set up what amounted to a clandestine-organization of resident intelligence agents, comparable to the overt intel1i~ gence officers of Military Government in the American Zone; The proJect, of course, was unfeasiblé, but it indicates the evtent to which standing coverage through agent networks had come to be taken for granteds 3" ’ 

' 

:¢.. 9ctober_l946; r guns £252. -The transition to the third phase of positive production was gradual. Even at the height of the second phase there-were misgivings, both in Berlino and in Heidelberg, that chains were being pushed beyond the danger
1 
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points The old Vetting Desk of I-2 had broken down under the load of new recruitments, and the Agent Control Branch which had been set up under SI Steering was attempting to shoulder the " 

responsibility for checking background and-security. The Intel- ligence Branch was divided between the desire to continue the wave of erpanding production and fear of the eventual consequences of the boom. _uy own position also was beginning to change. In a‘ 

October 1946 the Chief of Mission, Crosby Lewis; officially instructed me to assume a part of the supervisory responsibility for.FR operations, which hitherto had been fairly closely held by SI Steering. I was glad to accept and indeed had solicited this evtension of my responsibility, but to a certain evtent "danger symptoms had already emerged which it was too late for me to check.‘ Moreover an element of tension had developed between Berlin and Heidelberg in which personality factors were at times a grave source of friction ' ' pehensions In response to the Washington directives, J"7T@A~ had driven the erpansion \ phase of our program with all the energy and zeal of his powerful character. By the fall of 1946 he was, so to speak, caught in _ his own.momentum. The pressure of channe“—" ‘-"fs to and reports from more than 250 agents was such that\§ SbWTbJ could hardly think any longer in terms of cutting down. Ine system was moving fast, if not hectically.
_ 

i ' 

It would be a mistake to think that FR Branch in fir?“ '~— " lost the faculty cr self criticism. It is true that .Nr.‘fifiT?J appeared at times to lay himself open toithe charge dc c; qr, Iewis of being an "intelligence broker" N £v¢7{71c less one must remember two.things. ‘In the first place] .$UTTafl/ who has a strong_strain of military discipline in his nature, was acting on his interpretation of higher orders. On the other hand, even at the height of his campaign to produce at all costs, he never.lost sight of long range objectives, and indeed defined them more clearly and thoughtfully than almost.anyone else in those days when the future of SSU_was so tenuous. His fertile imagi- nation and powerful intellect were re eatedly brought to bear on the lo r e roble d roduced na ans p . 
an 1» 
much of our most -st at g thought on e su iect. Thus it was not from an evcess of "boyish enthusi- asm" on the part of its directing personnel that FR Berlin eventu~ ally found-itself in serious difficulties. ~ 

_The bill for overevpansion.was presented at the end Of 1945, and we have been paying it in stalments ever since, The arrest of a large part of the _chain in the last two W . eeks of December 1946 established a pattern which with vari- tions was followed in 1947 by th omp mi f the _ 
e c ro se o 

and in March the 7 chain._ Generally a’s gle weak link was detected by Russian

. 
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counter intelligence: sometimes by chance, perhaps as the result 
of a routine pick up for blackmarket or other charges, and some- 
times through an agent gone sour and bought over. Only rarely if 
ever does the initial break seem to have come from a deliberate 
penetration. V

t 

Usually the Russians avoided direct action until 
they had learned almost all the_details of the chain's makeup.- 
Sometimes we were even able to_follow their progress through at- 
tempts at kidnaping, luring agents into the Russian Sector or Zone, 
and arrests which were followed by,attempts to double the agents 
and their subsequent release to work against us. Accordingly we 
were sometimes given advance warning and were able to save some 
0 the wreckage} this was especially true in the case of the 

complev. But once the Russians had a sizeable group of in their grasp they were usually able to make effective 
concerted swoops. As we learned to our cost, the time margin was 
evtremely small; once the trap was sprung, it was usually too late 
for us to rescue the more remote agents; We have since learned 
something of the cost to the agents themselves; sentences of five 
to tt9nty five years in Siberia, misery and éven destitution among 
the families left behinda 

_ 
All these losses have been fully described in 

reports by the case officers c ncerned. The classic document of 
this t e is 

' comprehensive study of the blow- 
ing Of _ 

tracing its_causes back to the very 
origin o the chain and e operational handicaps in terms of 
physical facilities and security protection which characterized 
the Grail evpansion;- As a clear historical resume of an important 
characteristic case it should constitute valuable training 
document. We may also mention memoranda on» the 

complew andon% not only as demon- 
strations of the consc entiousness and en rgy with which FR case 
officers have faced their baptism of fire but also as products 
of FR's steadily increasing effort to achieve full and candid re- 
porting on its operations. We have been gratified at the under- 
standing reaction of higher headquarters to these reports.. 

_ 

Several lessons have emerged”from this third period 
°f °u1 °Perations: 1) Operation of complev agent chains is risky 
and in the long run unprofitable.“ It is only worthwhile in a 
fluid tactical situation, where evpense, measured in terms of 
human life, must~be disregarded. 2) Chain operations, though 
achieving the wide coverage necessary in a tactical situation, yie 
on the whole low level and ephemeral results. 3) It is difficult, 
if not impossible, to accomplish hermetical compartmentalization w 
e1n~chains, when the physical location of the sub-agents allows the 
case officer no contact with them. Paper segregation of sub-agent 

SE§,6§T 
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seldom works out in practice, especially when physical facili- 
ties for housing and meeting are severely limited. 4) Opera- 
tion through cutouts, though admirable in theory, does not work 
out in practice under the conditions so far prevailing in 
Germany. 5) No amount of coaching is likely to develop a real 
security consciousness in a German agent unless he has already 
had some taste of professional conspiratorial evperience. 7) 
Cutting down a chain automatically brings forth additional _ 

security weaknesses. _Dismissed agents either go sour or attempt 
to get recruited by another agency, or drift into black market 
and other illegal activities uhere they eventually evpose them» 
selves. -There is no such thing as pruning or consolidating a 
chain.with safety. when it has to be cut down, it had better 
be liquidated altogether ¢~ and even then we and the dismissed 
agents.remain in almost as much danger as ever. Many of our~ 
casualties were agents uhpm we had dropped many months before 
they were captured, and they in turn implicated other dropped 
agents_and some who were still active. 

. 
_ The ultimate moral, and it is a painful one, seems 

to-be that any successful productive operation must eventually 
be paid for by an even greater outlay of effort in disposal and 
liquidation. For that reason, perhaps the most important out- 
side development of 1947 affecting FR operations was the organiza- 
tion of the disposal unit at Heidelberg. ’Their responsibility ‘ 

,is a heavy one, for they haveoto suffer dismal headaches long 
after the shouting and the tumult have died away.

- 

_ 

" e. July‘lQ4Z_'to.date. The ltransition from the third 
to the fourth phase of FR operations was gradual, but was well ¢ 

under way by 1 Iulv 194 , when a "*"” shift of personnel took 
place. Both‘ jdffiwi Yand 5KflEz- ‘had arranged to return 
permanently to ‘the States, arrived £1‘ “_ 

Heidelberg to become the new c ef of the Branch. But E;-t M4/{£"l 
who had been chief since the fall of 1945, at that time changed 
his_long-standing plan to enter his family business and “"~*‘?- 
ishly-agreed to remain as FR Operations Officer infj f¢/fin)/\//S Q 
'pl e. ma ally his decision was more than.welcome, not only 
to and myself, but to the case officers he had trained 
and all others who knew how much of Berlin's success in posi- 
tive intelligence was due to his unceasing energy, skill, and _< 

aggressive imagination. ' 

. This change in personnel was in part a result of 
an important reorganization carried out at-Heidelberg. In the 
spring of 1947 it was decided to dissolve the Intelligence Branch 
at Headquarters and assign most of its staff personnel to the 
Operations Bases. The change, of course, greatly strengthened 

ssfir 
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a much broader measure of operating autonomy than they had hither- 
to enjoyed Although the Chief of Station has continued to main- 
tain full files of agent operations and evercise overall super- 
vision, he has in effect delegated all the detailed supervisory 
functions of the Intelligence Branch, retaining only the general _ 

policy control and the supervision of financial and supply account- 
ing in Headquarters. 

In terms of organization and operations, Berlin's 
most ‘important benefit from the dissolution of IB'was the trans- 
fer to our own office of Agent Control. Not that the agent 
control function had been ne lected by IB; on the c trary, first 

_ 
and carried 

it out with admirable thoroughness and objectivit . The Agent 
Review prepared by the springof 1947 was a ‘ 

masterpiece of analysis and or cism.' Althoughat the time, 
there was some resistance to the sweeping house-cleaning which in retrospect all of us will agree that 

marked'- beginning of a new era in.FR Berlin. The wholesale 
dismantling of chains and liquidation of non-productive, marginal, 
and insecure agents even ly (and sometimes with the help of 
the RIS) followed __ blueprint fairly closely, though 
here, and there certain poin s of overemphasis have had to be 
corrected; . . 

a agent review was the swan song of out- 
side agent control. The transfer gof the function to Berlin was 
accompanied by'two other new developments which made genuine and 
effective agent control possible for the first time: _ 

p 

1. from IB to set up 
and maintain .Agent'Control in Berlin. _.During the past eight 

achievement has been truly monumental. The 
whole system of agent files has been revised and filled out 
so that it is now farmore comprehensive, ‘complete, and rational 
than ever before.-, Service records have been prepared for the 
hundred-odd agents who have been dropped. By daily, contact with 
the case officers has instilled a new sense of disci- 
pline into their preparation of operational reports, which in 
turn has reacted favorably on their whole’ technical approach, 
especially in matters of "security and completeness of personal 
information on the agents._ The typical agent dossier is now 
clearlyorganized, with summary and detailed statements of 
personal background, record of contacts, supplies issued, reports 
received, etc. -

, 
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2. The monthly progress reports by the case officers 
have also helped to keep Heidelberg and Washington far better 
informed on the e*act status and scope of Berlin operations than 
had ever been possible beforea At first the reports, which were 
initiated on instructions from Heidelberg, were written by the 
overburdened case officers under dismayed protest; Gradually, 
however; they have been accepted as an essential part of the 
case officerfs duty, invaluable not only to higher headquarters 
but to the e—ecutive staff of the Base, and indeed to the case 
officer himselfs _ ‘ 

' A further systematization of our work resulted 
from the reduction of agent operations to project form in July 1947 
Although this task-seemed at first a_mere bureaucratic nuisance, 
we finally came to welcome the additional insight-igigave us and t ks f - 

other headquarters into the whole FR pictures The s wee 
_

o 
s tenure were profitably, if hectically, spent in comb~ 

ing the files, talking with the case officers, and condensing the 
facts about each agent into a compact project summary. We were 
gratified by the favorable reception and wholesale approval by 
Heidelberg and Eashington; ne:thought that the job had perhaps 
been done once and for all, and that for future_accounting periods 
a statement of change or no change would be sufficient. when it 

e ts as of l January 1948 however, c e time to restate.our projcc 
that so much had changed, and so much else needed 

o be-amp fied and clarified, that mere revision would not suf- 
fice. Therefore his second project statements, almost without 
'ewception- represented completely new formulations, fuller and 
more‘realistic in general, especially with regard to costs and 
eventual disposal problems. We have begun to face the eventu-_ 
ality of-a currency reform, and have called attention to the 
inevitable rise in hard cash_and supply costs which it will bring 
into our hitherto phenomenally economical mode of operations- 

_ 
_ 

Another basic achievement of5 regime has- 
_been the reorganization of the-Reports Board and i s procedures 
The dissolution of the Intelligence Branch bestowed upon us a 
greatly incr ased res onsibi ty in reporting, but a gain of only 

' 

6. BPSQH 
' soon to return to the States)¢ iilb 

was ‘given-entire responsibility for the handling 
.of _ 

intelligence reports from the moment they leave the case 
officers until they are put into the pouches, by-passing the 
screening which they used to receive in the Operations office at 
a cost sometimes of considerable delay and duplication of efforts 
One result of our increased local responsibility, especially for 
‘screening out mediocre or useless material at the earliest possibl 
stagfi, has been a speed~up in reports handling all along the lines

. 
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' Summing up the past two years“ development in 
-"positive intelligence coverage, certain achievements and certain 
failures stand out. Broadly speaking our political coverage has 

_ 
remained at about the level it began to reach with“our reports on 
the Hermes-CDU crisis of December 1945: all but evhaustive on 
the CDU, as much as necessary on the LDP, much less on the SPD 

‘“ 

- and fragmentary but occasionally good on the SED and its ancile
s 

r laries. The increasing coverage by other agencies and by the 
1 

l 

press has tended more and more to duplicate our own, and, because 
-' of the unique political situation in Berlin, the classic distinc- 

tions between clandestine and overt political intelligence, be- . tween straight news and behind—the=scenes information, between 
~ truth and deception, have broken down completely. Our present 
57* function in the political field has therefore become uncertain 
y" and confused and we have tended to neglect current spot coverage 
.Q1' inffavor of long range penetration. In the case of one important 
§;' target, the CDU, we had occasion at the cnd of 1947 to point out 
- to our local customers (some of them amateur rivals in the matter) 

ii gthat the party was so redundantly covered by a variety of agencies 
‘*_ that we were forced to protect our long-range interests by with- 
f- drawing from the spot-news field. In the main, however, we have 

- supplied a steady stream of information on party politics, with 
a fair trickle on the political maneuvers of the Russians.- 

-“ In the economic field our coverage has_shown solid 
progress; Our long statistical reports based largely on docup 

El. - ments purloined from the Central Administrations now constitute 
gf the bread—and-butter output of the Base. We are rifling the _ 

"* confidential files of the_Reichsbahndirektion and the Derutra
' 

trucking network systematically, and our disseminations on.freight 
shipments recall staple issues of SI during the war. It is in the 
field of Russian Zone manufactures, quotas, allocations, shipe 

,_ ments, and accounting that we have provided our best and fullest 
* information on Soviet aims and actions, Thechain alone gr would suffice to give us a near monopoly of this field among 

’ .Berlin agenciesa 

f . Finally we may point to the increasingly thorough 
,§‘ coverage of scientific and technological develo rents 3" perhaps 
"Q the most creative e~pansion of FR production. Y5; $wHLC§_s keen 
cl eye for intelligence opportunities has been nowher more ene-,fl 

a trating, and several case officers (particularly 
‘F have developed considerable flair in-evploiting new leadso We 

. have been greatly encouraged in this effort by the support of 
if Washington, which has promptly answered briefing requests and has 
pg given us a sense of the value of our material. We have also been 
ti ‘gratified by the occasional im act w ch we have been able to 

make on OMGUS, notably in the affair, which largely as a 

5E£,‘A63T 
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,rcs"‘* “‘_" strictly clandestine intelligence initiative by 
£§;. 5iCh§l_ras carried through to the successful prosecution 
of the 
plantt 

On the debit side of FR production we must place our disappointingly small -headway with where "cur pene- 
trations are proceeding very slowly; and the almost complete lack 
of Russian and other non~German sources. FR has_develoqed no important Russian case, defection or penetratio sincegits 
temporary and limited participation m It is only fair to point out that FR has been handicapped by lack of person- nel specifically qualified to handle Russian cases. Moreover, it 
is iheyitablefthat SC Branch should have taken the lead in this 
field; since automatically all Russian cases in their initial stage must be handled as suspect penetrations. I shall_return to this question below, but I wish to emphasize at this point the 
importance of assigning Russianespeaking case officers to FR as well as to SC Branch. ’ ' 

' 

_ Though there have been tenuous and inconclusive lead 
into Xugoslav groups, and occasional scraps on the al1eged_re~s - 

cruitment of various nationals for fighting in the Balkans; FR's non¢German production has been uniformly meagere Our withdrawal from the.Polish operation, mentioned above, was an acknowledgment that with our present type of staff and recruiting possibilities, and under the conditions now prevailing in Poland and New Poland, penetration from Berlin was ineffectual and unprofitable. R 

“ In concluding this highly§generalized survey of FR Branch, I should like to emphasize_what seems to me its most tangible and enduring achievement,_viz. the.training of intel- ligence'officers._ The case officers and the erecutive staff of 
the Branch, not to mention“SC and myself, have profited enormously from the past two years‘ e+perience in positive operationse The 
self§criticiam inspired by the Agent Review, the self-discipline and restraint which were“required to meet and cope with our security problems, the e#tension of our sphere of e+perience with the contraction of our target areas~-all these are grounds for sober satisfaction. In my opinion the FR Branch in Berlin can view the prospect of the future with confidence and optimismt 

ssffimr 
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<~ There have been no fundamental structural changes in the 
in organization of the SC Branch since its activation. Naturally 
;~,. there have been the inevitable changes in personnel,_ The most 
i‘ important of these changes o r and in Ihno Of 1947; with the disso— 

lution of IB m Heidelberg. a He_<;1<mEK Qwas transferred to Berlin 
g; '1 replacing[ 13i4 y@L§,1m_ as chief of he brancho a 

1- steady throughout 1942 - 1947, though the number of reports has~_ 
; 

- constantly decreased. This was due to several factors: a) elimi- 
nation of reporting on certain topics such as former GIS members, 

' Nazis in hiding, low-level RIS operations, etco; b) elimination of 
operations reports unless the contents had direct bearing on lDtel= 

; ligence; c) higher standards of reporting required from case 
I officer. From a technical point of view, the only change in report- 

5 ’ The intelligence roduction of the SC Branch has been relatively 

1‘. 
- ing technique occurred with the introduction of BSC Ops reports 1n~ 

1 "e late 1946; btherwise the standard RIB of old I-2 days was preserved 
; 

' with minor changeso Numerically, our reports were divided as 
; 2 follows: 

1246 1242 

. RIR - 647 254 
; BSC Ops A 

, 
10 ' lQ§_ 

a 
Total 657 447 

ii, In operations as in personnel there has been both continuity 
and changes Our principal targets have been confirmed and priori~ 
ties assigned by Washington directiveso Our shifts in operational 

avaazai 

‘

c 
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emphasis were in part a response to-directives, in part the 
natural outgrowth of the changes in personnel and the lessons 
of experiences 

The primary SC target remained in 1947 as in 1946 the Russian 
Intelligence Service. ‘But the method of approach has undergone 
a marked change. 1946 may be described as the period of endeavor 
through the classic method of the double agent, working on the‘ 
tactical level.i IQ47 brought about a gradual disillusionment . 

with.this method, and a shift of emphasis to defection and straight 
penetration.‘ R 

_This disillusionment has grown out of a candid re-e~amination 
of our two principal endeavors in the double agent field, the '—$_.case d the case of _SAVOI which later was taken over Yay: In both our effort had been-to turn

_ agents back ag inst t e Russian case officer and.headquarters which 
had given them either counter~intelligence penetration or kidnap- 
ing assignments_in the U. S. Sector. we hoped by doubling-the 
agents_to obtain the following: a) the identity and personal 
description of all Russian officers directly handling the agent; 
b) the-location and order of battle of the controlling office 
c) general knowledge of Russian methods at least in Berlin; d; 
security protection'for FR operations; e) an "intovicationP_of 
the Russian case officer, through which we might eventually be 
able to force him to work for us; f) a channel for passing decep-. f ith itive or counter intelligence importance tion material o e er pos 
if that should be require at a later date. ~The practical result‘ ‘Of and lesser. cases has'le_d us to the reluctant conclusi t tactical"double~agent_program‘ 
has not rewarded our evpenditure of effort. .We are"not sure5' 
however,-whether this generalization from our own evperience-in Berlin can be evpanded to other situations, here or elsewhere. 

The principal reason why our double agent work has fallen 
short of e~pectations seems to lie in an underestimate of Russian securit and an o erestimate of their ambitiona; In the case of 

‘(git is our belief that our nandlingwas sound, and that Major_S IN is still not aware that his agents have been doubled. Nevertheless he evaded the trap we carefully laid in April-1947 in the hope of forcing him to continue working for 
the Russians but under our control. .As far as we can determine, the fact_that he did not fall was not owing to any fault in our 
arrflflgeménts, but to an instinctive hariness, plus a last minute reversion to the sensible decision not to try a.coug Qg main-in the French Sector.' Indeed, if we may generalize from SKURIN's 
general-operational methods, Russian case officers are fully 
evperienced_in all the tricks of agent handling; neutral meeting 
points, aliases, red herrings, keeping the agent in blinders so 

g 
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far as concerns the location of headquarters and identity of other agents or staff personnel. Moreover, we seriously doubt whether 
the Russians are in the habit of promoting their agents, i.e. 
shifting them.to bigger and better assignments as a reward or 
recognition of successful performance. In other words there seems. 
little likelihood that the successful cultivation of a double, ’ 

even with the most promising build up material on our side will 
ever lead him into broader fields. Instead the prospect is one 
of diminishing returns in fairly tightly closed areas. 

The meagerness of reward in our double agent operations has 
been emphasized by contrast with the fruitfulness of defection

p cases4. The two principal counterespionflge defections of 1947 
(SAILOR and KRAVCHEHKO)_were neither one the achievement of 
SC Germany though the former was debriefed by‘ @015; Bauc. 1 and though we participated as equal partners with G16 in debriefing 
the latter._ In any case, they illustrate the point that a single 
defector can, with a minimum of effort on our.part, provide in- 
comparably better and more abundant CE information than any 
double agent whom we have yet been able to groom; _'

_ 

. ‘Q _
. 

We may add that our-e+perience in Berlin has been confirmed 
by the British, so far as we are able to estimate from their 
production.f Our principal opposite.number cultivated with great. 
skill and persistence a promising double operation during a period 
of'eight months. At the end, the order of battle on the BIS which 
he obtained covered only half a page.. But in the meantime through 
a series of carefully encouraged low level defections (interpreters 
and secretaries) the same officer had paved the way for interro-r 
gations covering in great detail all the principal RIS head- g quarters in Berlin and the Soviet Sector, with names and descrip- 
*tions of hundreds of staff and agent personnel. At least in this 
stage of our_approach to RIS, the defection method seems-over- 
whelmingly more profitable than the double agent. 

It is of course true that the defection approach has its 
drawbacks. Defections are nearly always spontaneous and unpredict- 
able. _It is difficult to get word of-an impending defection of 
one who is wavering or who has already made up his mind but does not know what steps to take. In other words it is a method based 
less on systematic effort than on patiently waiting for windfalls. 
Itrisznotcavmethodfwhich, OV€P<& long period of time, will produce vigorous counterespionage officers and an efficient organization. 

In addition to these two approaches: intensive cultivation of individual double agents and patiently e-tending a net for potential defectors, a third“type of activity is open, viz. they systematic development of auviliary CE coverages. In our opinion this third approach has proved the most profitable during the 

'1 
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past year, though we do not maintain that it will always continue 
‘I30 bgo 

The principal objectives of au~iliary CE operations in Berlin c = ' 

have-been the penetration of the German police, the soviet and . 

Soviet-licensed press services, and the collection of background 
information on overt Sovi t off ials at the Allied Control 
Authority level (Project . 

'
- 

The police coverage, indeed, may almost be regarded as a 
basic_rather than as an auviliary operation. In the early 
stages of.the operation, which was initiated 
April 1946, our primary concern was our own defence. - e Russia: 
as the result cf their e-clusive position in.Berlin from April tc 
"July 1945, had established a strong_hold on the police service oi 

the entire citya This hold, or at least a powerful.influence, we 

maintained for some time after the arrival of the other three 
powers- among other reasons because of Soviet occupancy of the 
central Polizeipraesidium in Linienstrasse. There was serious 
danger that they might continue to e~ercise police,control in th 
three-western sectors thereby not only impairing our sovereignt 
but also greatly handicapping our intelligence activitiese For- 
'tunately this hold was_broken-by vigorous British and American 
action in the Kommandatura.t Throughout the critical stage in la 
'l946,’SC.was in close touch with American Public Safety official 
-and can claim credit for providing confidential-reports on Bussi 
and Communist machinations, which greatly strengthened the Ameri 
counteroffensive. It is no evaggeratibn to say that_the service 
we rendered Public Safety at that critical stage has been reward 
many times over in the material support and valuable leads they 
have.given us (e.g. the initial tip on the_British defection of 
Tokayev). ‘

' 

With the victory of American Public Safety, our interest_in 
direct penetration of the police diminished. But in the meanwhi 
a new, and potentially more significant target arose, the Centre 
Administration of the Interior in Wilhelmsruhe. The penetratior 

» ill i dr ust e was accomplisl of hat agenc t when it was st n ca e ag , 
his basic report on the CAI -was the first ma; 

impact of- dissemination on the higher echelons of Hilitari 
Government. Our coverage.has continued to be_fruitful. "we have 
kept a sharp eye on any signs of a latent political police nithi 
the CAI;and are confident_that we will be among the first to def 
and penetrate any such insidious agencyo 

Thus while it cannot be said that our police and CAI covera 
has yielded us much information of strictly CE nature we cane“ 
feel satisfied that it has kept us in position to spring upon a 

I 
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covert German law enforcement agencies which the Russians may 
set up with the hopes of gaining a stranglehold on a future 
German central governments - 

In the second field of auviliary coverage, -- the Soviet and 
Soviet-licensed press services -- the counterespionage yield has 
admitted been mall, but somethinghas been gaineds By recast- 
ing the__ joperation, with relatively small- 
outlay"of time and energy, has accomp shed a very thorough pene- 
tration of the two principal'Russian co trolled news agencies, 
ADN and SHE. Through operation flue hoped to er-tend our 
penetration beyond the German fringe,_ into the inner sanctum of 
Russian press and propaganda. SC interest in this group of 
operations was greatly stimulated by a report from London that 
Soviet Intelligence was using the facilities-of the press services 
for the transmission of espionage reports\ahd directives in - 

western Europe, So far, we have no-t been able to confirm this 
report; but our instinct- tells us that the “total espionage" 
principle, under which the Russians operate, makes it highly 
probable -that they have not -overlooked this convenient communi- 
cations channel, moreover, having scrutinized the activities 
of the Soviet journalists, -both in the American and the British 
Zones, we have obtained conclusive proof that journalism and 
e iona .for the Russians are complementary functions. Through 

» we obtained our first glimpse of_ the‘c1oak and dagger ' 

h ir ctivit es of ’ on t e
Q 

our. attention to 
_ 

amztin CIC had entered the field, and was creat— 
ing havoc by an evcess of zeal" -- obvious '-shadowing, rifling the 

' baggage of the Russian correspondents, etc-" We brought the- 
matter to the attention of General Walsh," who instructed CIC in 
no uncertain terms that the correspondents were to -be treated with 
the respect due "honored visitors". _

' 

effort, Projectg started rather casually, 
as an effort "to build up background personality information on 
Russian Officials who appeared on the quadripartite level. The 
arrival of _1 /36¢/<, Jgave impe s and direction to this program, 
and we soon realized an-e-'cellent lead into 
echelons where promising defections or penetrations might be 
developed. In order to regularize ouraproject, we concluded two 
working agreements, -We arranged with Ambassador Murphy to have 
personality and background reports on Russian ACA personnel sub=- 
mit_te_d__by the Chief of Liaison and Protocol‘ directly to Eire 
6lfL.lC:_ SC thus was in a position to distribute this typexof 

as 
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information both to the State Department and the Armys At the 
same time, we concluded an agreement with General Walsh, whereby 
Bfitm/\1would have a monopoly of operations on the ACA level, 
‘while’S-2 would handle the lower echelon of the Allied K0mmanda~ 
tura, information being evchanged on-botho Both these agree~ 
ments have been carried out satisfactorily. glhas produced;-Z 
a substantial sheaf of solid, if unspectacular, personality 
information. .It has contributed.to the build-up of $£“9=‘ and_ 

Hakflwn as'unofficial collaborators of the Political Adviser's 
Office, and has iven s the kudos and the entree which enabled 
us to mount the woperation. '- 

K. To'sump-up the significance of these au+iliary CE operations, 
we feel that the following accomplishments.may be recorded: a) 
support of American interests by penetration of sensitiye Russian- 
controlled agencies;\b) picking up numerous by-products of \ 

positive FR type information‘ c) delimiting and plotting areas 
of potential subversive Russian activity; d) establishing channels 
for receiving defection leads; e) confirming the habit and practic< 
'of CE briefing as an integral part of the approach to any positive 
intelligence target; .

‘ 

SC Branch enters 1948 with the conviction that its combination 
of a roaches will pay off abundantly, After a rather dull begin- 
ningkipperation tool; on the aspect of a classical delayed 
defectionwith interim penetration‘; Although ms target the 
MVD, is no longer the heart of the BIS in Germ y, t siill 

ii
a 

part of the basic organism, and an important one. The 
operation, if it can be continued, has carried us into the highest 

intelligence deception, and policy .- 

converge a sing e (or perhaps dual!’ personality. A large 
point of uncertainty still lies in the question whether the 
classicial double agent operation, typified in 
case can also be made to pay Offo We have our doubts, but wish 
to give 11; further trial. 

C, Interrelation of the Branches7“‘ 

The fundamental question of the future is the closer integra— 
tion of FR and SC Branch. Whether they should be formally merged 
at all levels is of course a“dfiestion for Washington to decide. 
At our level, we have done a great deal of thinking and e—peri< 
menting, and have reached a few tentative conclusionsq I shall 
~attempt to synthesize what I hope would be a minimum of agree- 
ment among ourselves in Berlins 

- _The basic-difference between counter and positive espionage 
seems to be irreducible, as far as product in concerneds For thai 
reason, no unified system of reporting or filing seems feasibleo 
On the other hand the operational approach and method, though - 

srfiy 
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distinct; tend to converge. There can be no doubt, in my mind, 
that every ca.-‘?eer intelligence officer-‘should be equally grmmqied 
in both fields. Training techniques must be developed, both 
theoretical and practical, which are independent of branch 
distinctionso Eventually, the individual case officer may special-= 
ize in one or. other of the two directions, but he must always keep 
up his skill in both. A 

._ 

It is no criticism of FR Branch to say that some of its shorte 
comings in Berlin have been owing to the fact that none of_its 
officers went through the wartime or postwar 1'-2 discipline. More“ 
over the high pressure of their work during the past two years has 
made it impossible for them to achieve am/"degree of self-training 
in the counter field. The nearest to_ an 

who took the occasion of the blowing of th 
s, to embark on what might be called an FR-counter 

program of his mm.assembled several survivors of the 
blown chain, trained and organized them into a sort of surveillance 

strong arm squad to assist him in protecting the other remnants 
and tracing down the“_source of the original blow. Although this 
was an interesting e-periment, and-yielded certain tangible results 
it was not inthe long mm a practicable venture for Hl"._ , 

Two principal fields have emerged in which coo eration between 
the tvro Branches. is essen ial, viz. e made- gthe‘ Considerable progress his be n 

leach project. ' 

_ . 

‘ 

_ _ 

. 0 7 

' The at Heidelberg has mm been in ew-istence 
for more year, and "for the ast i~' months it s had a 
representative in 
is primarily an FR case 0 icer, he has been able tog evote only 
a fraction of his time to specificallyfglworka He has 
maintained a close liaison with the Political -Adviser's Qffice v 

(Mr. Brewster Morris) and the Political Section of CIC Q1‘, 
Gutman). Since the former is non-operational and the latter 
has achieved only a limited and dubious penetration of the SED, 
the total yield through this liaison has been small. Our own 
failure to initiate profitable enetrations is not to be blamed 
solely’ on the FR Branch‘, sincei by its very nature, is 
equally a concern of SC. The heads 0 both branches have agreed 
to work closely on all cases and to place the highest priority 
for 1948 on getting results in this field. We p an in the near 
future to hold conferences with the head of theash 
and other members of Heidelberg Operational Base, and to set down 
a sharply focused list of specific targets which will be immedie 
ately assigned to individual case officers. We shall no longer 
be content with the leisurely, long range approach of working 
likely ygnng candidates up through_the P ty schools and hierarchy 

. Slifil‘ 
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The problem of covering the SPD as a joint target has been 
dramatized by a number of recent developments. The affair of the 
notorious Protocol M, on which this Base reported in considerable 
detail, carried us into a field in which we had hitherto had only 
glimpses. Although it has been clearly established that the docu, 
ment itself was a forgery, it has not yet been determined what the 
motives were, both in its concoction and in its ra id distribution 
in SPD circles. ‘Through our penetration of -. 

Protocol H our attention.was directed to . 

thE“so-calle srssxanraarar of the sang] This clandestine 
agency hich is run from the immediate entourage Bf the‘SPD 
Party_leader, Dr. Schumacher' inclufiesnelements of espionage, 
black propaganda, and potential sabotage. It is achieving 
inicreasinglyr__1arge_ dimensions and non claims to have over 2000

» 

age"fit"§'~"o‘r ‘informants. Various British and American agencies have - 

latched onto it with varying measures of partial -support, but the 
ins‘ on seems - 

95- '4; 

tituti _ to emerge as which 
allies to control. 

‘ “"“-*¢'e3}o~¢.;eone3iiide‘*this discussion, I believe that Berlin Base could 
operate under either a continued separation or a merger of the 
Branches. - In spite of the process of concentration and self- 
criteic-i~sm,- we shall have to continue‘ an e-tensive program of 
straightfgrward, bread and butter coverage, for our customers in 
the Theater and at home. We shall need a strong panel of case 
officersespecializing in "straight" methods, and a sizeable 
repogting stafftn screen, edit, and disseminate their reportsq 

_ On the i§G“side. we shall continue the specialized counterapproach Guy‘, . ...__ . 

t6‘@bur'~"prfl”fi§y target, the Russian Intelligence Service. These 
activities can be carried out“within the present Branch structure, 
provided steady pressure is'everted by the Chief of Base to

' 

insdf€“the cooperation of the two. We have already taken certain 
intefinalasteps to insure ciose working harmony. -Cable traffic is 
routed to both Branches, e~cept in the case of_Eyes_0nly. The ", 

Base“€fiief's daily staff conference includes the two ranking, 
officers»ofseach branch and the E~ecutive Officer., Important_ 

;_.eg§e§ are discussed fully at these conferences, irrespective of BranchI"Therreporting procedure is constantly checked to make 

.1 o; ! We 
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st-re that subject matter rather than branch origin is 
the 

criterion of distribution. 
~ , 

_ 
Ii’, on the other hand, tiashington should decide to abolish 

Branch distinction, we would be prepared to operate on a 
different 

basis. - A single operating'Branch would be feasible at this 
Base, 

though a new differentiation would undoubtedly be called 
for within _ 

that Branch. Such a' differentiation might be grounded in the
_ 

distinction between operations using German agents on the 
one 

hand and non-German, specifically Russian on the other. The 
counter as opposed to the positive type of operations 

could be 
broken dorm satisfactorily on such a basis, within the 

framework 
of e-isting personnel. 

' Thus the group of German agent specialists 
would handle such cases as Ithe SPD 0STSE.KRETARIA‘I'\with 

an eye.to . 

both their positive and counterintelligence content. 
Similarly, 

,the B sian group would handle straight RIS penetrations ,Gsuch 
as 

together with positive information cases1§f the type of 
The facilities of the present Reports Board could be 

- ~ 

adap d to the needs of both groups; . 

_ 
. _. 

‘In-effect, the problem isfairly simple, and is susceptible 
'-

‘ 

" The current operating strength of the Berlin of two solutions. _. 

Detachment is about 15 case officers. This is a large group to h the s lit be operated without an internal division. Yshet er p - 

should‘ be made on the traditional lines of counter and positive,
' 

or on the lines of German and non-German, and whether it should
. 

include specialized desks such as is a matter for 
furth r discussion In either case, the two Branches or groups. e . 

can and must be made to function as a single entity. -_In my 
opinion, no matter what measures of dispersal may be adopted; 

the \ 

' U ' b eserved continued unity of the Berlin Base should e pr 0 ~.

v 

A 
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LIAZSOT3 hELA‘I‘IOI\‘E =31?‘ B?l?1LII¥ OPERATIONS BASE 

The conduct of liaison at the Berlin Operations Base con- 
stituted one of Qur major activities, second in importance only 
to the supervision of operations. I feel that the progress in our _ 

liaison has been one of our principal achievements during the past
’ 

two years, and has contributed more than any other single factor 
to the stability and future prospects of our Base. We have tried 
to govern our liaison by the principle of developing our sphere of 
usefulness and our prestige, while maintaining the “passion for 
anonymity". In all cases, the basic liaison is the responsibility 
gf1the£Cgief of Base, but day to day working liaison is extensively 
e ega e . 

_
. 

A. ecut ve Liaison ' ”< 
\ _ 4

. 

Fbur major executive echelons of the European Command are 
housed in the Director's Building of OHGUS, with each of which we 
have occasion to maintain direct contact. The first and highest 
echelon is that of the Commander in Chief and Eilitary Governor 
(CIHCEUR) General Lucius D. Clay. It is only on rare occasions 
and in_matters of the greatest moment_that we have had direct con- 
tact with General Clay. In 1946 there were two such occasions. 
The first was in March when the General requested the_Deputy Chief 
o_f myself to transfer administrative 
attachment o this Base to Berlin District. The second was in 
October when the Chief of Mission, Mr. Lewis notified the General 
of the changeover from SSU to CIA and solicited a request to con- 
tinue our services._ This request was drafted for General Clay by 
ODI OMGUS and passed by us to sashington where-it was.accepted.

" 

In 1947 our only significant business with General Clay was on the 
occasion of the visit of Brig. General Edwin K. Wright, at which 
time our request for Military Government cover was presented and 
refused. We were also indirectly in contact with General Clay on 
the occasion of the London Conference of Foreign Ministers in Dec- 
ember_l947. ’ 

The second echelon is that of the Deputy Military Governor who 
is the Comanding General, OHGUS. On the whole our contacts at this 
level are rare our business being conducted chiefly through the 
Office of the Director of Intelligence (ODI, OHGUS, see below III 

i 

_D). -The present incumbent is Major-General George P. Pays. aur 
introduction to General Fays took place~on the.oceasion of the visit 
Of 51 DMMLO 0"LL°"4T Q November 1947. vénuawmy represented 
the.IOL€ of our vetacnment_to General Hays and solicited his sup= 
port for our administrative needs. This impact was reinforced by 
the December crisis, when our information on Russian reparations 
policy changes was submitted to General Hays personally on his 
instructions, at the same time that it was transmitted to London. 

;\’_, /-7'/.__/. 
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It is difficult to say What has been the impact of our or;;a,~_1j__
b 

zationignethese echelons. In the past General Clay has een 

regarded as hostile, or at least indifferent, 
to intelligence. 

But, we believe, this hostility has largely been confined to. 

Theater agencies, going back to the.bitter feuds between Frankfurt 

and Berlin in 1945 and early I946. Toward our own organization, 

his attitude has been correct and courteous. 
As representing an 

independent Washington agency, we have been accorded freedom and 

terial support As an integral part of the Theater Command, we ma _ 

.
_ 

bl to enjo the confidence and respect of the Comman- have been a e y _ 

der and his Director of Intelligence, without 
having to submit to 

the full measure of command control. _ 

General Hays like General Clay also appears 
to be somewhat 

negative in his attitude toward_intelligence. 
As Commanding General 

of the l0thl&mntain Division in Italy he harbored a considerable 

personal grudge against 058 for claiming, as he 
felt undue credit 

for bringing about the Italian surrender. 
As General Pays puts it, 

the Germans surrendered not because of OSS 
but because of the 

victorious advance of the ground troops. General hays fortunatelY 

has not allowed this attitude to prejudice 
his judgment of our agen< 

which as mr.<?a#»sa1y explained to him, is not the 
OSS. 

The third directing echelon, that of the 
OMGUS Chief of Staff, 

Brigadier General Charles.Gailey,.is the highest 
with which we deal 

on basicaadministrative and executive matters. 
General Gailey per- 

.forms for General Clay and General Hays routine 
staff functions 

without_which a large and-complex headquarters 
speedily tends to 

disintegrate. Some_of.our principal encounters with the 
Chief of 

Staff have been mentioned elsewhere in this.report, 
viz. approyal 

and subsequent withdrawal or ewrtvwai 'cover;in Public Safety,§ 
sporadic pressure to move out of our-building, 

clearance of travel 

orders for Germans. etc. In all these matters we have had to face 

a certain degree of initial negatiVeness.» 
In part General GaileY‘$ 

antipathy toward "Cloak and Dagger" may have 
been motivated by the 

fact that he was formerly Chief of Public 
Relations, and as such 

was one of the principal proponent‘s of General 
Clay's famous, 

" B l"L lic . In art it may be a reflection of Generai Goldfish ow po y p , 

Clay's real or imputed antipathy toward intelligence. 
My policy 

l G ile I have personally 
_has been extremely cautious with Genera a y. 
invited him to inspect our motor pool and building, 

and have, I 

believe convinced him that our logistic requirements 
are TG&SOfl€ 

able. i have emphasized the service which we render 
to crucrus 

and OHGUS as customers, and have made every effort 
to enhance our 

prestige in his eyest The effort, I believe, has paid off. A 
single instance may illustrate our present good 

standing: when 
d C mrercial service the American Overseas Airlines introduce a o . 

Berlin to Frankfurt, for Germans, General Gailey 
without solici- 

tadon on our part included us in the very limited 
group of agencie 

which were to enjoy ?riority I, an invaluable 
privilege in carry- 

ing out agent movements. 

iflflfgtr 
' v 
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The fourtficomponent in the directing echelon 1S e Assistant 
Deputy Military Governor, Brigadier General W. Pesketh. The fun¢_ 
tion of General Fesketh is that of Commandant of the American 
Sector of Berlin. As such, he is the American representative in 
the quadripartite Berlin Kommandatura, and makes the highest level 
political decisions affecting the City of Berlin. We have reia- 
tively little occasion to contact General Hesketh since most of 
our business affecting the American sector is conducted in the 
Office of Military Government, Berlin Sector (see below III, G). 
We did how er ne tiate with him in connection with the mounting 
of were received in a cordial and friendly

" 

m8I1I1G1‘¢ - 

Other elements in the “front office" include the Office of 
‘the Secretary General and the Office of the Staff Secretary. 
Since ue are not an integral part of OHGUS, we do not appear on 
the routing of official cables and do not attend the weekly staff

' 

meeting of the Hilitary Governor. 5e\do maintain informal personal 
contacts through which we are informed of any correspondence or 
cable traffic affecting our interests. fie also obtain an unoffi- 
cial account of the weekly staff meeting through the Office of 
the Director of Intelligence. In this may we keep ourselves ~ 

informed of the principal local developments without exposing our~ 
selves by public-appearance. 

~ 
'

. 

_Another important section of headquarters is the Office of 
Management Control, a sort of super planning and coordinating' 
'agency for the command echelon. We maintain close contact through 

‘ - - --- -- -~_-~--1-- -n nae 12 2. A 

8&1-1&.L.L; Ul<I&&Vd-VAL us.‘-..__ __ _._..-__ ,, 

assistants and advisors in the Director's Building of OBGUS. 
General Clay has at various times had special advisors on German 
politics who for the most part have been distinguished figures 
from academic life. The most influential was Dr. Salter Dorn, 
formerly of 088, R & A, who served as special advisor on denazifi- 
cation until September 1947 when he returned to his professorship 
at Western Reserve University. ‘Another distinguished advisor was 
Dr. Carl Friedrich, Professor of Government at Farvard University, 
who was in Berlin on three occasions during 194?, twice to advise 
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_ 
General C,§ay,__on the establishment of civil liberties in Germany, 
and the third time as consultant for the House Foreign Affairs 
Committee, Dr. Friedrich will return at General Clay's personal 
request in_april 1948. Both of these special advisors were per- 
sonal friends and professional colleagues of mine. We frequently 
found them useful as a source of background information on OMGUS 
and German political developments. However, we were careful to 
avoid giving them the status of intelligence customers, which, 
particularly in the_case of Dr. Dorn, they occasionally tried to ; 

' establish. - 

In addition to these academic advisors, General Clay also 
established an office'known as “The Special Advisor“ which since 
the middle of 1947 has been filled by.Er. Anthony J. ?anuch. Er. 
Panucb is a professional organizer, trouble shooter and public 
relations man, whose chief concern has been as he puts it to "sell" 
the American Public on Military Government in Germany. -Despite his 
undeniably great influence, we have felt that no useful purpose 
would serve by making ourselves known to Mr. Yanuch. 
B. Director of Intelligence, European Command

' 

During-1947, Berlin Operations Base has been in constant direct 
. contact_uith the Office of the Director of Intelligence European 

Command. - The accidents of jurisdiction have forced onto our lower 
echelon the burden of day to day contact with an echelon to which 
we have not been strictly o posite.a We trust that we have acquitteé 

- ourselves of this responsibility to the satisfaction of our higher 
echelons. . 

The first act of General Clay, on taking over the command of 
the European Theater from General Mo Narney,'uas to transfer all 
policy-making echelons-from Frankfurt to Berlin. In the case of'~ 
Intelligence, this resulted in a compromise solution of the problem 

' which had split the Theater ever since the establishment of the 
two major headquarters. -The bulk-of the old USFET G-2 remained in 
Frankfurt and continued to direct all the principal operations, 
such as CiC, Civilian Censorship, and such s ecialized institutions 
as the Interrogation Center at Oberursel The policy 
control of intelligence was moved to_Berlin t person of first 
‘Major General W. A. Burress and later Major General Robert Talsh 
(March 1947). A small staff, never more than four or five offi- 
cers and a half dozen clerical and enlisted personnel, supported 
this office. Gur contact in this office has always been directly 
with General Walsh.’ It has been governed by the simple lines of 
the USFET directive of January 1946 which established SSU as a 
special staff section of the Theater under the "general staff 
supervision“ of what was then G-2. 

General Walsh has frequently stated his policy of establish- 
ing clear jurisdiction, according to lines of competence, so as 

_ SEQg2fl7 
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to avoidigonflict or duplication. In the case of the agencies 
directly under his command (CIC and S-2 Berlin), he has consis_ 
tently ordered them to cooperate with us wherever we were entitled 

- o thegjnitiative (e.g. confirmation of the Koval cable, Project . k on the ACA level). In cases where the- dominant operational 
role o viously lay with one of his own agencies, he has kept me 
personally informed, and requested us to cooperate as far as possi- 
ble or at least avoid interference. an example of the latter was 
the major alert of CIC beginning on Christmas Eve, 1947, and con~_¢ 
tinuing with top priority until after the New Year, and on lower 
priority-to the present. This alert, which was in response to_a 
fiashington order, involved the external surveillance of principle 
Russian headquarters in Berlin, with a view to detecting signs of 
any unusual activity. (The results of the alert were largely 
negative). A‘ . 

Inevitably, with its small staff, the office of General Walsh 
has not required a detailed intellflpnceliaison contact. -All 
intelligence reports of sufficient importance to pass over the 
Theater Commander's desk are transmitted through that office, and 
we may, so far as we desire, have access to them. General Ealsh 
has offered to show us regularly the daily Top Secret summary which 
is prepared for General Clay and which contains a large amount of 
BSD material. General Ealsh has also been extremely ank open 
in his discussion of such matters as the position of , 

his 
relations with his British opposite numbers, etc. t 

C. Qffice of the Politica1dAdvisor 
' .In terms of echelon, the Office of the Political Advisor should 

‘be placed ahead of the office of the Theater Director of Intellie 
gence. .USPOLAD, during the two and a half years of its existence 
has indeed had a somewhat anomalous position. In'effect it has 
been an epitome of OMGUS some 100 strong, parallelling its major 
functional divisions but without its executive authority. It has 
been the State Department's cadre for a future embassy, and as 
such includes the staffs of economic, legal, financial, and poli- 
tical (and at one time under Col. Fohenthal, military) attaches. e 

It has consistently reported to the State Department through its 
own independent channels, and has preserved the integrity of its 
special mission. 

On the other hand, its very presence as an OMGUS within OEGUS, 
has in part been on sufferance. As General Clay once said, he put 
up with these "political commissars“ largely because "Bob Murphy 
was such a swell fellow." POLAD, indeed, is Ambassador Murphy, 
the political advisor, in the fullest sense, of the Eilitary Gover- 
nor of Germany. Those who have had a glimpse of the day to day 
relationship of General Clay and Ambassador Murphy have no doubt 
that it is a relation of friends and equals, and possibly of 
.1ncumbent and successor. ‘But it is also a relation of two very 
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differentggrgfinizations, the Army and the State Department, the 
one in control, the other awaiting its turn. Inevitably, the 
effects of this purely passive function are noticeable in the 
atmosphere of the POLAD staff. A large number of its members are 
relatively junior regular Foreign Service officers, who normally 
would be components of an embassy or consular establishment. Pere 
they are supernumeraries or sideliners, in an active and powerful 
functional headquarters, several thousand strong, which looks upon . 

them primarily as a necessary evil. The effect of this sense of ' 

accessoriness cannot be overlooked-in discussing our dealing with 
the Political Adviser's office. " 

'“ 

Stated in our own terms, POLAD is our second major customer. 
It receives all our reports on the same level of distribution as 
ODI, QEGUS (see below, Section D). But that is where the similarity 
ends. Usually nothing happens to our reports on the working level 
in ?0L$Dq We receive almost no evaluations; we do not see any 
summaries issuing from the office in which our_material is incor- 
porated, except the Brewster Eorris-reports on Doubtless, 
some of it gets back to Eashington, but presumably not‘everything, 
since,POLap assumes-that the State Department will receive reports 
directly from our own headquarters. We.maintain.virtually no 
direct contact with the individual Branches of POLAD, especially 
the Economics and-Political Branches. It is true that in 1946 
we did maintain such contact,-but that has gradually dwindled, as 
we mutually recognized its non-functional nature. In short the 
working staff of POLAD as an intelligence customer is'receptive 
but unresponsive-" "

. 

' Whenflwe turn, however, to the higher field of policy relations, 
the story is different. As I have already stated, Ambassador 
Eurphy is a power behind the throne with-some of'the aspects of an. 
heir apparent. Eoreover, from our viewpoint, he is'the most 
powerful completely friendly figure on our horizon. General Clay, 
to us as to all, is aloof and Olympian. With General Walsh we 
cannot completely ignore the presence of a competitive or at least 
divergent interest. with Ambassador Murphy, we suffer no such dif~ 
ficulties. Fe has been eminently approachable. Moreover, in 
Ambassador Murphy's own background lies an_important era of cloak 
and dagger work, which bit him with the same virus as ourselves. 
To put it in a nutshell, he understands what we are doing and enjoys 
occasionally taking part in it himself. Fe is the highest level to 
which we in Berlin can turn for he sanction of such delicate 
operazjions, as the evacuation of or the approach to f 

For day to day affairs, as I have said above, we have stopped 
turning to the intermediate and lower echelons, because of their 
remoteness from the actual conduct of affairs. There are two 
principal exceptions. First is the office of the Director of 
Political Affairs, which is the number two position in POLAD. 

srfirr 
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Until October 1947, the incumbent of this officewas Hr. Donald 
Heath, a career State Department -official who is now Minister to 
Bulgaria. Mr. Heath was one of our friendliest supporters, and 

i t t b t b i i rinci le the att hm ‘ gave us an mpor n oos y a rov ng n p p ac ent 
of WDD the_Theater. But, in general, 
his experience was somewhat along onventional State Department 
lines and did not include any special indoctrination in c1andes- _ 

tine intelligence work. Our one principal effort to interest Mr. 
Heath in this field 'was a visit then Deputy 
Chief of Mission, who offered Hr. oath the benefit f our contacts 
with the SPD as a channel for conveying unofficial points of view 
from the State Department to the Party leadership. H. Heath ex»- 
pressed appreciation of our offer but felt that it lay beyond 
present POLAD scope, and preferred that we confine ourselves to the 
reporting of inside developments within’the SPD, rather than the 
transmission of sub rose policy hints. This was, of course, an - 

unerstandable reticence on-Mr. Heath‘; part, in view of the limited 
scope of PGLAD initiative. 

ln50ctober"l947 Mr. Heath-was succeeded by Mr.-James Riddle- 
berger, formerly head of the Central European Division of the 
State Department, and a good friend of our organization. ur. - 

Riddleberger brought a more dynamic approach into POLAD parti- 
cularly in regard to intelligence matters. He has been fully" 
conscious of the interrelationbetween intelligence and'policy ‘and 
has welcomed and_acted upon our suggestions. A good-example of his 
receptiveness was his prompt and effective action on the_request of 
L'_'¢I{ovz!o'd -S'Fe1a~zr;-‘ti that he meet Dr. Gerstenmaier, chief or the 
Evangelische Hilfswerk. Largely as a result of éhnaidls initiative 
and Biddleberger's reception,'Gerstenmaier became completely persona 
grate in OHGU, and was able to secure most gratifying offers of ,- 

political and financial support from OHGUS ofgicials. 
--1 

, . 
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The rincipal functional desk of DOLAD 15 the Political Branch The chief of Branch, Mr Warren Chase, has been uni- formly cooperative and friendly Fowever, it has been our prac_ tice almost invariably to deal with his superiors, Ambassador Murphy and Mr Riddleberger We have working contacts with the members of Mr Chase's staff, especially with Mr Louis Viesner who handles Labor matters, but because of certain inadequaciee in both his intelligence experience and security we have maintained considerable detachment toward hr diesner, and have indeed, -‘ fully suggested to both Ambassador Lurphy and Lr Eiddleberge 0 that a little supervision and training might be in order. Both - ~§é fully agreed, and Hr Riddleberger informed us that he intended "“' to exercise a much closer control over the entire °o1itical Branch than his predecessor Er. Feath m 
Q 
W 
'-w 

From our viewpoint, the most important contact in the Politi-I ~.-A 
__..'

r 

cal Branch is hr Brewster Harris, who over the pa=t two years has firmly established his position as the State Department's authority on Communist activities in Germany Although the bulk of his reporting has been based on overt sources, its real merit derives from the clandestine material which he has received principally from us and the Political Section of CIC Morris himself has no operational facilities but he is in a position to contact and entertain German offic ls and members of the SEO party Through III WA nan v\1nn'|- ---3 - - " - ‘ ‘ 
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In tfi economic field, our liaison with POLAD is very Slight, vii Although“ hG*present chief of the Economics Branch, Mr. W. C. 
Haraldson and his predecessor, Hr. Lloyd Steere, have both 

;€ 5- expressed interest in our economic reports, the fact remains that 
the interest has been largely platonic. This is inevitable, since 

'the Economics Branch of POLAD in its present status is the epi- 
TY , 

tome of frustration, vis a vis the huge and omnicompetent Economics 
' ' Division of OEGUS. 

t

' 
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We have'had little occasion to maintain official contact with=; 
the American Consulate General. 

On the counter intel1igence_side, we maintain contact with 
. the security officer of POLAD, Er. John.Reager. Fowever, the 

bulk of Er. Reagerfs activity concerns State Department personnel 
and physical security, and therefore does not fall in-the sphere 

._,_ 
tr interest of so Branch, _ 

~- 

;Somewhat more useful to us is the Exploitation of German 
_ Archives Branch. The chief of branch, er. hendell Blancke, was 

formerly in the Embassy at Buenos Aires, and has remained a specia- 
~ list in the Latin American field, which is of relatively little 

j concern to us in Berlin. Fe does, however, control the unit which 
' houses and exploits the captured archives of the German Foreign 

; , Office. Although these documents are primarily of historical 
ea? - interest, they occasionally yield bits of currently useful infor- 
;§L¢“ mation. Our chief ope tiona contact with Hr. Blancke occurred 

in connection with the ébperation. llr. Blancke and Hr. . 

“?_¢ ‘Morris were the two Sta e Departm t guests of Hr. Hurphy on the "’ ccasion of the dinne Mr; Blancke cooperated with 
£§r-ua§g§§1a drafting the official'report of that memorable oc- 

. casion. - 

' ' ~ 

_—_fi__/—Z: 

‘Q. 

We may summarize our experience with POLAD during 1946-4? by 
saying that we have lifted ourselves almost completely from the 
lower to the higher echelon. we have interested and we believe 
instructed them (and ourselves) in the problem of putting clandes- 
tine intelligence-at the service of policy while maintaining 
effective security. we have converted a passive customer into an 
active'co-worker,'and enlisted, I believe, the support of what may 

. eventually become the-governing agency of the American occupation. 

D. Qffice of the Director of Intelligence, OEGUS
- 

By far the most active outside relationship of the Berlin Base 
is with.the Office of the Director of Intelligence, OEGUS. In 

. order to understand our present position with ODI, it may be worthf 
while to review briefly the history of that office.

' 
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- In the Qfirly stages of 0fiGUS,b0DI was conceived and set up 
with the intention of making it th@;prlncipal intglligence‘ag§§Qy 
of-the occupation. It was originally to have been headed by Brig. 
Gen. T. E. Betts, and when the latter was incapacitated, it was 
still headed in l945 by a general officer, Brig. Gen. Bryan Conrad. 
It had a generous T/0, and actually was staffed at the top with, 
four or five full colonels. In the fall of l945 an ambitious Staff 
study was drafted, which would have made ODI fully operational, 
with a panel of some 150 American special intelligence agents in 
Berlin and the American Zone. This plan was, however, quickly 
shelved and ODI was prohibited from undertaking any operations, a 
prohibition which is still in force. Eeanwhi1e,.under the vigorous 
leadership of Brig. Gen. Edwin Sibert, the G-2 Section of USFET blos- 
somed into the principal intelligence agency of the European Theater, 
and took over virtually all of the operational functions, except 
those exercised by SSU and minor agencies such as ONI. Further 
inroads were made into both the functions and the prestige of ODI 
by the ambitious political intelligence program of the Information 
Control Division. As a result, QDI in.the spring and summer of 
1946 declined rapidly, both in staff strength and in prestige. In 
September, it came within an ace of extinction, or at least of 
being taken over by ICD. The turning point came in October with 
the appointment of the present Director, Col. P.P. Rodes.' Col. 
nodes revitalized the nearly defunct office appointing as the head 
of its analysis and Research Branch, and later as Deputy Chief, Mr- 
Lawrence de Neufville, a former member of X-2 Branch, OSS. Col. 
Bodes, recognizing the limitations imposed by the prohibition _ 

against direct operation, placed the full emphasis of his office 
on the analysis of intelligence reports produced by other agencies. 
By gradually strenghtening Hr. de Neufville's staff, he has been 
able in the course of a year and a half to develop his basic pub- 
lication, the ODI Weekly Notes, into a massive and comprehensive 
intelligence summary, averaging more than 50 closely packed pages_. 
a week. The old rivalry with Army Intelligence has been largely 
resolved, ODI receiving from ODDI, EUCOE,-the bulk of the latter's 
research and analysis functions. This transfer of responsibility 
has eliminated_a major point of duplication and competition in the 
Theater intelligence, and has resulted in the development of an 
efficient well-informed equivalent of the old R & A Branch of 
058 meeting a need'which had been felt by all the agencies of . 

GMGDS ever since R & A had been dissolved in Europe. Under present 
-arrangements '0DI new prepares all except the purely military 
sections of the weekly intelligence cable to the Office of the 
Director of Intelligence, Department-of the Army. Ehg_QQl_EggEl1 
Ngtes have been officially commended by the Department of the 
Army as the most valuable single intelligence publication from the 
Theater. '

' 

0ur relations with ODI have naturally been influenced by the 
pattern of its own development. At the time I took up this post 
in January 1946, ODI had at times appeared to have a certain super- 

jifliggf 
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visory rfglefiin our relations with OEGUS. Our own status was 
still somewhat unclear.’ The publication of the basic directive of 
30 January 1946, placing SSU under the general staff supervision 
of G-2 USFET, reduced our relation with ODI to a simple one of 
producerand consumer. From the viewpoint of the Berlin Base, this 
was, however, the primary local relationship. as a result, we 
were to a certain extent committed to what might be called the 
Berlin side, in the rivalry between G-2 and ODI. he represented to 
Heidelberg the desirability, while remaining neutral as between

' 

Frankfurt and Berlin, of strenghthening ODI and placing it on a§ 
parity with G-2 in all except military intelligence disseminations. 
at the low point of 0DI's prestige (in late summer-1946) our defens 
was to a certain extent intepreted by Feidelberg as perhaps exces- 
sive partiality for a'loca1,customer. Fowever, as events have 
shown, it was a sound policy, and has won us the firm friendship 
and solid support_of ODI in its present prosperity._ 

ODI remains, indeed, the second rather than.the first echelon 
of Theater Intelligence. Col. Rodes~in.theory is one of two de- 
puties to General halsh, and as such is on a parity with the head 
of ODDI Col Robert Schow, though of course Col Rodes‘ organiza- 
tion is of-a very much smaller scale.‘ But Col. Rodes at least de 
facto is only toga limited degree subject to the jurisdiction of 
General Walsh.- In practice his function as the chief intelligence 
officer of OKGUS entitles him to direct access to the Deputy Mili-_ 
tary Governor, General Fays, and at least in OFGUS staff meetings 
and through the ODI Weekly Notes, he speaks directly to General 

o 
' 

. 
'

. 

we may state our own policy and practice in.Berlin as follows. 
On all political and economic intelligence of a routine nature, 
we distributzthrough channels to ODI and to POLAD and leave to them 
the responsibility of further use of our material. On major matter 
affecting Theater or Washington policy, me usually take the intelli 
gence diredt to General Ealsh, and to Ambassador Murphy, if the 
matter is of unusual political interest. If it requires the atten- 
tion of General Clay, it is presented to him by whichever of these 
two officials is more directly interested or competent. In practic 
even on the most important matters (as the Koval reparations cable) 
we keep either Col Eodes or Hr. de Neufville informed, but we 
usually do not ask them to approach General Hays or General Clay 
for us.‘ - 

Although ODI's use of our material.has generally been quite 
satisfactory, we have recently been obliged to reconsider certain 
aspects of our relationship. It has long been my personal convic— 
tion that the mushrooming of the ODI weekly Notes has resulted in 
a dilution of its content and an increase of security risk. The 
Notes are classed Secret, and given what might be called a limited- 
distributiont 80 copies reproduced of which some 60 are actually 
distributed to regular listed customers. There can be little_ques= 

SEilg;F 
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tion thatjfillathe customers of the ODI Notes are, in terms of 
their position and their theoretical security, entitled to be on 
the list.‘ There is however, a very serious question, whether 
each one 18 entitled in terms of his special field of interest, 
to read all the various unrelated items which are included in 
that variegated digest. To Put it more bluntly, I have been $QQe_ 
what disturbed by the journalistic tendency of ODI to include 
something of interest to everybody Inevitably, I think, this 
leads to a weakness of security, which gives us some ground for a 

apprehension. 
It is only fair to say'that there has, to our knowledge, been 

no instance in which our material has suffered in security-through 
publication in ODI Notes. There have, however been two or three 
scares, all of which proved groundless, but-which have left us with 
an increasing_concern. Col Bodes has agreed to give our secret 
material Top Secret classification.whenever we ask, thereby exclud- 
ing it from the floteg but we are naturally reluctant to adept such 

_ _ 
~a strong measure, which would result in a perhaps excessive restric-

,

O 

____——fl

_ 

tion on its use. My own suggestion has been to split the Notes into 
two publications. The larger, which could be graded secret or even 
confidential, would include semi-overt material bearing on the 
American Zone and Trizonia. The other which would be classed Top 
Secret, though still given approximately the present distribution, 
would center chiefly on the Soviet and Polish Zones. Although I 
have repeatedly made this suggestion to ODI, both Col. Rodes and 
Hr. De Neufville express themselves as satisfied with the present a 

state of affairs. And, as I have said I have been reluctant to 
force the issue unless an actual security break canlbe proved. 

tith this exception, our relations with ODI have been completely 
satisfactory. Col. Rodes has shown the highest deference to our 
organization and stated officially to_General Wright that he ree- 
gards us as the elite among the Berlin intelligence agencies. On 
the two or three occasions when we have had to call on him for 
support or intervention with the Deputy Eilitary Governor or the 
OHGUS Chief of Staff, he has taken our side.vigorously. Fe has 
expressed satisfaction with our product, and has always said that 
he wishes there were more of it. On the other hand, when we have ha 
to withdraw from a field of production, as_in the case of the CDU, 
he has respected our motives for doing so, while regretting the 
loss to ODI. ' 

~

A 

with Hr. de Neufville our relations are extremely close. As 
‘a result of his OSS background, fir. de Neufville fully understands 
all aspects of clandestine operation. although ODI is non-opera- 
tional, he is frequently able to exploit his overt status as a 
sort of informal cut-out, thereby providing us with a major point 
of cover in the otherwise prohibited area of OEGUS. It would be 
impossible to do justice to the innumerable tips, leads, follow UPS 
and ideas which we owe to him. In addition he has been our most 
valuable single source on OEGUS itself, providing us with regular 

,, 
Slifir 
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accountsgri‘ '§eneral Clay's weekly staff meeting, which because of 
our position, we have not felt it was advisable-to attend. "e 
also keeps us informed on inside developments which may affect our 
position-or our operations, for example the progress of the secret 
negotiations on currency reform, etc. ' 

We also maintain extensive day to day contacts with the work- 
ing staff_of 0DI.. The principal analysts visit and are visited by c 

members of our Reports Board, commenting on our submissions and 
-“ 

showing us reports from otber.intelligence agencies which we do 
not ordinarily receive. Certain policy matters affecting the funct: 
al divisions of OEGUS may be channeled to or from us by the securit; 
Branch, which was recently formed by merging Liaison Cpunter Intell- 
gence and Censorship Sections (Chief Hr. Campbell). _This more or 
less catch-all office handles, among other things, the-reports 
from the Berlin Documents Center,:uhich frequent1y.give us leads to 
newly uncovered documents, such as the RSF1 anti-Comintern files. 
We have a1so.concluded a useful qorking arrangement with Er. I.F. 
Orr in Er. Campbell's office for the sponsoring of.requests to the 
Combined fravel Board, which resu1ts*in the'complete elimination 

L-IQ \7IJ¢Vfi4-\I\4- v- ---v _____€,_ _i _' gr _ 

Although small in size, the Office’of the Naval Adviser, in ¢ 

terms of echelon, stands on a par.uith the Office of the Political 
Advisor. It is headed by a Flag Officer, Hear Admiral Rt E. 

Schuirmann, who enjoys privileges of honor parallel to those of 
General Clay (military guard at'his personal billet, etc.). Its 
principal overall functions are representation on quadripartite 
naval discussions, and carrying out special missions for the Chief 
of Naval Operations in Washington. Its two principal day to day 
functions are_the procurement of naval intelligence for OHI (Capt 
A. P. Graubart) and the study of naval technological questions 
(Capt J.S. Crenshaw). 

Our relationstwith OHA from the beginning have been extremely 
cordial. Admiral Schuirmann was formerly head of the OBI in Wash- 
ington and is fully conscious of intelligence interests. Although 
we seldom have occasion to deal directly with Admiral Schuirmann 
we have the satisfaction of knowing that on occasions of great 
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Although in this case in order to achieve maximum security, -Y 
we did not go through Capt Graubart, in general we conduct our business with him directly. Grauhart, himself is a line officer with.previous intelligence experience as assistant Naval Attache in Berlin.before the war. -It lies beyond the scope of this report to present an estimate of his operations, especially since they; involve_matters of high level cooperation in Washington. 
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Althoyfhrlve have declined to participate in several of Gran- ba-rt‘s maor ‘projects, we have taken part or taken over altogether one or two limited :1ndividual operations. It must be s d at theresults. have not been satisfactory. In the case of Q we were finally obliged to turn him back, with thanks, allegedly on o ds th t . t gr un _ a we were no longer in erested in his targets, actually because e seemed more and more like a Penetration agent. In the case Graubart runs directly, even 
to the extent-of gIving_him a small room in the office of the_ Naval Advisor, we have repeatedly had to decline the offer of collaboration.. . , 

In spite of these relatively unsatisfactory experiences, I have not felt that it was wise to criticize Graubart directly, or 
to detach ourselves completely from operational contact. Graubart in spite of'a rather jaunty approach, is a shrewd and competent 
officer. .Fe_is completely relaxed in his personal attitude to- 
ward his.official position, with the result that he is.quite will- 
ing to expose himself, where others would shy away at the risks.\ Graubart is willing to exploit his overt d3ition_to draw the fire of'Russian blasts against American_in¥elligence, or to decoy potential defectors. In the defection field, he has had a certain measure of success. In general, however ,when he has drawn a 
nibble, he has turned the case over to-the British largely because he has been under the impression that they alone have the "facili- ties". I recently took occasion to disabuse Graubart of this notion, and to suggest that, within limits, we would be interested in-examining his catches before he disposed of them to a non-Ameri- 
can_agency. 

0n the whole, though we have moments of apprehension over the free and easy character of Navy intelligence operations in Berlin, we make every effort to keep a'warm and cordial relationship. And in the long run, it has paid off, and will continue to do so in even greater measure. -

' 

E} §¢2"Ber1in Command and QZOth CIC Detachment, Region VIII 
The principal operational liaison of the Berlin Base is with the two intelligence agencies of Berlin Command, S&2_and CIC. Strictly speaking, these are connected agencies, but the history and present status of their connection are rather complex. In.the fall of 1947, by what amounted to a command decree of General_ Walsh, CIC was subordinated to S-2, thereby carrying out the wish of the Theater commander that all local CIC units be subordinate to local commands. But the situation remained in many ways unchanged CIC Region VIII retaining its direct channel to the PC of 970th 610 Detachment in encore Frankfurt and owing only a rather nominal obedience.to S~2. This ambiguous relationship can be clarified further by an examination of the history and present status of each agency as a separate entity. .

\ 
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l. - if-32_1Berlin Command. . 

The present S‘-2 is the lineal descendant of the original 
army intelligence agency in Berlin, which was known from July to 
November 1945 as G-2, lst Airborne Army, and from then to October 
1946 as 0-2 Berlin District. Until September 1946 the head. of 
this section was Lt. Col. William Feimlich. Heimlich, who was a 
former radio executive, has described one of his primary qualifi-g 
cations for intelligence work as consisting of a remarkable "joie* 
de vivre". Unfortunately, it has not been our experience that 
that quality is an adequate substitute for discretion and security 

The‘first stage in our relations with G-2 Berlin District 
reached a crisis in the summer of 1946. As a result of a number 
of security lapses which came to our attention we represented to 
Col. Quinn our serious misgivings about the extensive espionage 
work of that agency. These criticisms in turn were‘relayed to 
Brig Gen Eduin Sibert, and produced a result somewhat more_drastic 
than we had anticipated. General Sibert in a letter to Col. 
Feimlich instructed the latter to cease all espionage operations ' 

the politiéa1'and military fields directed against the Russian 
Zone since this was the province of SSU. There was a saving clat 
permitting Feimlich to coordinate his existing operations with u: 
and there was also a major joker in the failure to mention econo: 
espionage. Feimlich immediately consulted_us, and we of course 
all initiative in bringing forth this bombshell and assured his 
of our reluctance to see his activities impaired. Nevertheless, 
the handwriting was clearly visible on the wall, and Peimlich dz 
his own conclusions. In effect, he decided to.retreat from his 
untenable empire, and to found a more modest one remote from di 
competition with SSU. This decision was perhaps encouraged by 
FQ shift which took place in October 1946, by which Berlin Dist : 

from the status of an autonomous major command was brought under 
OHGUS-as a subordinate agency known as Berlin_Command. In the 
process, the reduction of echelon brought about the down grading 
of G~2 to an S-2, which it has remained ever since. ‘Peimlich on h: 
own initiative was transferred to the position of deputy to the 
chief of the Civil Affairs Branch,-Office of Hilitary Government, 
Berlin Sector; there he continued to function as an intelligence 
officer until February 1948 when he became head of the radio static 
in the American sector (ans). .

' 

ihe past year and a half of our relations with S~2 Berlin 
Command have been a continuation of variations on the basic_theme 
of the Feimlich era,po1ite non-cooperation, with a gradual reduc— 
tion to the point of §1ftu§1e1imination of the “nonF. There have 
been no less than four S-2s during that period: _Lt. Col. John 
Merrill, Lt. Col; Wilbur Wilson, Col. G._W. Busbey, and Lt. CO1- 
Harry Pretty.1 Each has imparted a slightly different personal character to S-2, without changing the basic setup. C015 Merrill 
delighted in playing a personal cloak and da er role. t was he 
who originally recruited and operated ourpriocipal

A 

. _ ’ 2 
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experimenégin taking over an S;2 operation. The climax in our 
relation ‘th*Col. Merrill was reached in the affair of Lt. 
Jacques Saunder. Saunder was perhaps the most colorful operator 
in the gallery of motley figures in S-2, and certainly the mdst 
insecure. When it became evident that Saunder‘s ambitious ven_ 
tures had gone beyond even the most generous margin of safety Ber- 
lin could tolerate, we made comnon cause with CIC in rehresenting 
the danger to Col. fierrill. Merrill interpreted our action correctl 
as an effort to handle dirty linen strictly within the Berlin commun 
ty, and took the necessary steps to get rid of Ltt Saunder. 

' =- 

Col. Merrill was succeeded in the summer of 1947 by Lt. Col;‘ 
Wilson on an interim basis and then by Col. Busbey, formerly ?r0- 
vost Marshal, Berlin Command. Col. Busbey is a staunch cavalry 
officer, who had had no intelligence experience, but had made an 
excellent personal reputation among Berlin law enforcement and 
intelligence agencies, by his earnest efforts to bring about coopera 
tion and good will. his career in 8-2, however, was brief, owing, 
among other circumstances, to the regrettable near scandal of Er. 
Hichael Tscherbinine. ‘Tscherbinine, who subsequently achieved side 
publicity through his role in the Prince Schoenaich-Carolath jewel 
case, attempted to interest us in what he claimed was a high class 
penetration of a dissident group within the Berlin EVD. “aving 
been somewhat impressed with-the ini l lead which Tscherbinine 
had given us in the case of we followed his KVD lead in 
a conscientious and hopeful.fashion, only to find that it ended 
squarely in the person of a pathological liar. Our presentation 
of the facts unfortunately led to the wrong action being taken; _ 

Col‘ Busbey was relieved as S-2 (though presumably on other grounds. 
while Tscherbinine still hovers as stormy petrel in Berlin.- 

With Col. fiilson who succeeded Col. Busbey, our relations were 
somewhat less dramatic, but even with him, we had at least one seri- 
ous crisis. In the spring of 1947 the Russians arrested a group 
of CDU youth leaders, who were held for a long period and subse- 
quently convicted=of espionage for the Americans; Immediately afte: 
the first arrests, SP2 came across evidence which showed that one 
of the victims was an agent of ours, who in violation of all 

securi' 

had some of our briefs and questionnaires in his apartment. 
Iithou" 

consulting us Col. fiilson presented these facts in a highly 
derogatory and colored report to G-2 USFET. "e neglected to men- 
tion, or perhaps did not know, that two of the arrestees were agent 
of S-2' who were guilty of at least equally great indiscretions. 
Col. Wilson's invidious action brought the whole matter to the 
attention of Col. "eimlich's office and even of ODI, creating a 
major display of dirty linen. We remonstrated with Col. Eilson, 
contrasting his action with our correct,procedure in bringing the 
case of Lt Saunder directly to-the attention of S-2. The results 
were salutary, and the remainder of Colt Wilson‘s stay in Berlin 

wa 
marked by generally friendly relations. 

<u%igp3 
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The §§:u1;_j;h and current S-2, Lt. Col. parry Pretty, has been 

the most satisfactory, from our VieW‘_0Oi1'1t. Col. Pretty, like big; 
predecessors, came to the job unencumbered by intelligence

- 

experience, but he has shown marked discretion and willingness to 
learn. In part his position has differed from that of his pres 
decessors, in that he has been directly subjected to the day tg 
day supervision of General Talsh. Fe has thus been the Cbject of 
a greater degree of attention than any other subordinate agency 
of the Theater Intelligence. In addition, he has had thrust upon_s 
him, rather than seized, the jurisdictional control over CIC, 
which had in theory existed in 1945 under the regime of Col. Feim- 
lich, but which had never been carried out de facto under Peimlich‘ 
successors. 

G

. 

Col. Pretty inherited a fairly large going concern but one 
which was in dilapidated condition. At the time that G-2 was 
-demoted to 8-2 in Berlin, a paper T/0 was established at considera- 
ble generosity, viz. 27 officers and some 80 enlisted men. To 
what extent this T/0 has been met, we are unable to say with pre- 
cision. In any case, 8-2 has gradually lost_most of its old 
stand-by officers, and has received replacements of junior and 
inexperienced regular Army officers, with which it is largely 
staffed today. As a result of this turnover, the productivity of 
S-2 has been lowered considerably. 

The Berlin Base has not had a direct exchange of reports with 
5-2 since October 1946, when at the request of General Clay we 
agreed to use ODI as our intelligence channel within OEGUS. There 
have been occasional gestures of rapprochement initiated by S-2, an 
we have responded courteously, but without modifying the basic 
policy. As a result, we are not really in a position to assess the 
actual scope and value of the S-2 output. We do, however, see thei 
work reflected in the same medium as our own, viz. the ODI Weekly"* 
Ngteg. From this we infer that they are reasonably productive in 
the economic field, which they continue to cultivate largely in 
virtue of'the fact that it was not included in General 8ibert's 
prohibition. They appear to be totally out of theepolitical field, 
except for such work as is done by the Political Section of CIC

- 

(see below, para 2). We are quite unable to evaluate their work in 
the field of military intelligence since that is all processed in 
Frankfurt. _We have, indeed, been'invited to maintain liaison withn 
their Order of Battle specialist, but in view of our own slight, 
interest in this subject, we have not made much of the contact. 

In recent months our principal.liaison with S-2 has been over 
the question of Russian d fectors. The principal S-2 specialist, 
Capt A. Sogolow, approachgd us in the summer of 1947 with an 
offer to cooperate in the handling of Russian defection leads. 
Fis own semi-overt position exposed him to numerous propositions 
which it was beyond his capacity or that of 3-2 to handle. For 
our part, we welcomed his offer to turn over promising leads, 

but 
insisted on two basic points: a) all such cases must be pre- 

fl .1: 
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sented tow-I1’-s.._at the earliest possible moment in their develop- 
ment; b) ii‘ vke accept the case, we require complete turning over 
to us, coupled with absolute subsequent security by S*2. This 
general policy was also explained to Col. Pretty. 

During the last months of l947, Capt. Sogolow gave us a num- 
ber of offers of defection leads. In the majority of cases we 
were obliged to decline, sometimes for lack of facilities, some- 
times for lack of interest or for doubts as to security. As a 
result, Sogolow came to feel that we were indifferent to his 
efforts, and we were repeatedly compelled to soothe his feelings, 
and explain to Col. Pretty the real motives for our stand-offishnes 
The pro th the cooperation was not totally empty came in the‘ 
case 01% whom we received directly from Sogolow and culti- vated in a promising penetration agent whose Order of Battle 
information is now greatly appreciated by ODDI, EUCOE. ‘ 

In any case the Sogolow era came to an end in January 1948, whe 
Major General Kotikov, Commandant of therhussian Sector, in~a for- 
mal protest to the.American Commandant Brig Gen Fesketh, accused 
the Americans of the "forcible" defection of a Russian captain. 
DP’plt9 “he fact that the bulk of Gen Kotikov's letter consisted 
purely of shots in the dark, the case came to rest on Capt Sogolow‘ 
-doorstep. A.high command decision was made ~ precisely on whose 
initiative, General Walsh or General Fesketh, is not clear_- and _ 

Sogolow was flown out of Berlin to the States on a few hours notice 
The departure of Sogolow has virtually eliminated S-2 from the 

active cultivation of Russian defectors. Nevertheless in a recent 
conference on the subject, Col. Pretty has assured us that the 
basic principle of cooperation still stands, and within the limits 
of his personnel he will continue to make available leads which are 
suitable to our mission and capabilities. ‘ .“ 

\ _ 

Other chapters in the cooperation of Berlin Base and S-2 have 
already been mentioned, notably the London CFU crisis and the 
agreement to divide the task of obtaining background information 
on Soviet personnel at the ACA and Kommandatura levels. we might 
also mention the completely amicable arrangement through which we 
took over the services of an agent, while maintaining 
intact his cover as an S-2 staff member. General falsh and Col. 
Pretty have been fully cooperative in this effort to retain the 
services of a topnotch technical intelligence officer, who was 
otherwise rendered ineligible by the application of the 10 year 
citizenship rule. The entire setting up of this promising cover ‘ 

arrangement has been characterized by stress on mutual advantage. 
We shall strive to continue in this present vein of cordiality 

and helpfulness. The pressure of empire building, of suspicion_ 
and mistrust, seems to have died down in S~2, and, while it is too 
early to speak of an entente cordiale, we have hopes that the two 
principal American agencies in the clandestine field can be said 
from now on to belong to the same team. Q 

_ 5fi‘¢!ET 
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2. EEC-ysfiegion \-‘Ill 

The pattern of our relations with CIC in Berlin has been 
distinctly more satisfactory than with S-2. Almost from the 
beginning of my stay in Berlin, we established a harmonious_ 
working relationship which has been mutually benefi<1ia1- It is 
perhaps not unfair to point out that the cooperativeness of CIC 
may have been favored by the fact that several key members of its 
staff (unlike the regular Army personnel of S-2) have kept in = 

the back of their minds the prospect of future employment by CIA! 

0n the side of CIC the chief proponent of this policy of good 
relations has been Major Joseph Stewart, until'recently the head n 

of the detachment. In this he has been seconded by the most im- 
portant member of his staff, Hr. Severin Gallach, head of the 
Special Case Section. “r rt“ -‘do "*‘ *“‘- “"""‘ ‘*‘ ‘”' wo 
chiefs mi"-so Branch 1.. .\§.e-we-4 "P0, I°.¢\.P°~<=Aa . _ ,,,, and 
SKRfL- on behalf of FR, have assidiously cultivated the princi- 
pal officers of CIC.‘ . 

‘ - 

It would be impossible to give in detail a picture of the day 
to day contacts between ourselves and CIC. Gradually these con- 
tacts have been extended from our Branch chiefs to include some 
of the case officers. Fowever it must be admitted that this 
practice of direct contact on the lowest working level has l 

occasionally produced some.confusion and by mutual consent, the 
present tendency is to restore the liaison to the narrower basis 
qf the executive level. 

From our viewpoint, the rost important benefit of the CIC 
liaison has been the enlistment of their executive facilities in 
support of both our positive and counter operations. These have 
ranged throughout the entire operational and technical field, ~ 

including surveillances, monitoring, protection of agents, forg- 
ing of documents on occasion, and above all the conduct of vetting 
and other investigations. On our part we have provided innumerable 
leads to CIC as the by-product of our own operations. We have 
also given them a sort of higher moral supgort during periods of 
difficulty with the Theater Command and Director of Intelligence. 
fie have pointed out to General Ealsh the importance of an autono- 
mous CIC, exempt from onerous restrictions in regard to billeting, 
uniform, and other military requirements. And above all we have 
tried to emphasize the solidarity of interest between positive 
secret intelligence and the protecting and supporting forces of coui 
ter intelligence. 

_ 

As I have already indicated, CIC in Berlin has had a constant 
uphill battle. It has always been torn between the pull of the 
local G-2 or S-2 and the higher echelon of the 970th Detachment 
at Frankfurt. It is only fair to say that this tension has fre- 
quently worked to the advantage of the local Detachment, enabling 
it to play both ends against the middle. It is particularly note- 

5Pii4£T 
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worthy §Eat‘Stewart, with the rank of captain and then major’ was 
able to sustain and defend a Detachment which elsewhere in the 
Theater would have been commanded by a Lieutenant Colonel or 
Colonel. This has been all the more remarkable as an achievement, 
because of the peculiarly exposed and vulnerable position of the 
Berlin Detachment. It is directly under the eye of the Theater 
Commander, and subject through his Director of Intelligence to bofl 
a more critical scrutiny and a more extensive set of_demands than 
the regional detachments in the Zone. It is at the same time 2 
more open to the temptations of the black market and the.corruptio1 
and seductions of metropolitan life. It is greatly to Eajor Stewa: 
credit that, during the two years of his command, his detachment w: 
without major scandal and was able to avoid the frequently severe 
strictures which General'Clay has delivered against CIC in the Zonl 

The principal working contact with Berlin CIC is with the 
Special Case Branch headed by Hr. Wallach. This Branch has Variec 
somewhat in composition, but in general has comprised two main groa 
\the Political and the Counter Espionage Sections. The Political s< 

tion is in fact almost exclusively concerned with penetration of 
the Communist Party and related organizations. Peaded until recon‘ 
by two former associates of Lt. Saunder - Hr. Manley and Er. Gutmai 
it has achieved a fair measure_of success in penetrating the

' 

Berlin co unist-controlled sen party. Through 0111;‘ 
liaison have had access to their results, and 
have been able to coordinate our own activities so as to avoid 
duplication. It should be stated, however, that both Henley and 
Gutman have inherited some of the careless and romantic traits of 
Lt. Saunder. They have on occasion fallen for major hoaxes. 
Indeed, it was largely through our warning that they escaped the 
greatest hoax of all, the notorious forgery of Protocol "M". 

The Counter Espionage Section has, on the whole confined itsel 
to relatively lowegrade cases, and has not, we believe, accomplish- 
any major penetration of the BIS. It is only fair to say that 
they may have bigger things up their sleeve which they have kept 
from our eyes. For ins c Er. Eallachfhas hinted that he has 
been carrying out some -‘joperations, about which not even 
his immediate superior ha e been informed.‘ Fowever that may_be, 
we must agree that our close liaison with Er. wallach has paid 
off in the cs field: we need only mention thecase, 
which came originally to CIC but to which we were admitted on 
equal terms in the interromalzi.-\-. ,_-indeed, it was undoubtedly 
the brilliant approach o daKSHEf;_fihich enabled him and Er- 
‘téellach to work as a team, "in extracting als @5599- 
tial information in what was formally only a preliminary interro- 
gation. 

g 

The most recent phase in our relations with CIC-has marked Per 
haps a slight recession from the uniformly high tide of coopera- 
tion which existed while Major Stewart was the commanding officer 
of the Berlin CIC. Stewart's successor, Major Cland Purkitt -

< 
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formerly’€hi€f of the Begensburg CIC - was fully indoctrinateg 
and has accepted both in principle and practice the tradition of 
close liaison with EDD and especially the SC Branch. The slight 
change in our relations was due to Purkitt‘s personality; while 
Stewart possessed maturity and intelligence experience and a 
quiet dignity far in excess of what one would expect of a man 
his age, Purkitt is impetuous, aggressive and relatively inexper1_ 
enced in intelligence. Fis strongest point, and one rhich 
undoubtedly was considered before his appointment, is his tremen-m‘ 
dous personal energy and drive - qualities which are almost- 
essential for the C0 of a large CIC detachment operating under-at 
least semi-combat conditions. It is only natural that Purkitt's 
interpretation of close liaison is different from Stewart's. Other 
factors complicate the situation: for one, e recent change of . 

command in CIC at the E0003 level. The new C0 as we understand, 
is not too favorably inclined toward our organization and has moved 
to restrict liaison except on the command level. This has not yet 
affected our local relationship materially; it may do so later. 

Another factor affecting our relations with crc at this time he 
been the planning for intelligence in the European Command after 
the transfer of authority (now cancelled) from theoflapartment of 
the Army to the State Department as of l July 1948. CIC, at both 
Berlin and EUCOE levels, has felt that it is fighting for its 
life. They think there is a good chance that the large intelli- 
gence-gathering organization built by CIC since the end of hosti- 
lities in Europe might be discarded altogether. Accordingly, Clf 
has been out to "sell" itself to the State Department. They have 
been particularly anxious to_receive credit lines wherever possi- 
ble, especially whenever their intelligence is disseminated 

local‘ 
Since CI§ conceives the QDD as its most dangerous current 

competi< 
tor it is understandable that their relations with us have been 
tainted lately with a certain suspicion. That those relations ." 

have nevertheless remained almost unchanged is largely due to the 
efforts of Mr. Lallach, who now heads all agent operations of the 
Berlin CIC. Er. fiallach whose contract with CIC was renewed 
after negotiations dragging over several months, is truly the 
moderating influence on Major ?urkitt, and prevents the latter 
from carrying out certain hasty decisions in both liaison and 
operations. One example will illustrate: In February 1948 
Major Purkitt assumed responsibility for all CIC outside liaison, 
both policy-making and operational. All other CIC-personnel, 
including Hr. iallach, were expressly forbidden to have liaison 
with other U.5. and Allied agencies. About one week of the new 
system proved conclusively to Purkitt that the job was too 

big for 
one man to handle and he was easily persuaded that Hr. flallach 
should again be.authorized to handle operational liaison. (We 
might add that Purkitt‘s original decision did not disturb 

us " 
much ‘especially since Mr. Wallach assured us that liaison would 
continue de facto if necessary on an entirely personal, after- 
office hours, basis.) On the whole, however, we welcomed the 
narrowing of the points of contact, since direct liaison on 

the 
lower levels had multiplied to the point of confusion. 

.\ 
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TO spa lip, we believe that des]-ite periodical ups and downs our relations with CIC will continue to be excellent, and we are confident that we can count in the future, as we have in the past, on the cooperation and basic good will of the Berlin CIC _ which is undoubtedly today and probably will remain for some time the most important and largest operational intelligence organiza- tion in Berlin. ‘ 

G. Military Liaison-Mission to the Qoviet Zone of Occupation, Potsdam 
During the past year we have maintained an informal contact of quasi intelligence nature with the Eilitary-Liaison_Eission to the Soviet Zone. This group of ten Army, Navy and Air officers, under the command of Brigadier General W. W, Fess, Jr. has head- quarters and mess in Potsdam, though the members actuallyflive in 

_ the American sector of Berlin. The Mission also maintains a small liaison office in the armed Forces Building of OYGUS. The British'and French have similar Missions at Potsdam which in turn are parallelled by the Soviet Eilitary Liaison Mission to the American Zone in Frankfurt. 

_ 
The‘function of the Eission is to conduct liaison business of any kind between the American Theater Command and the Soviet Zone Comand. This includes routine private transactions for American citizens, such as inquiries concerning American property in the Soviet Zone, etc. The actual volume of business is not very great, and the Mission in general has found that it is frequently ob- _ 

sgructed, either wilfully or because of Soviet red tape or ineffi- 
c ency. 

It was apparent from the outset that the Liaison Hission would be expected to perform an intelligence function. Two former _

t 

intelligence officials, Lt. Col. 0. J. Pantuhoff and Captain P. Schneider were attached to the Mission with that purpose in mind. Col. Pantuhoff who is American born, is bilingual in Russian and 
English, and served as interpreter to President Roosevelt at Teheran and Yalta. In many ways he was admirably qualified to 
-carry out intelligence observation as a side line to his liaison work. Fowever both Col. Pantuhoff and Capt. Schneider soon found themselves in difficulty with the Russians. Eembers of the Eission were theoretically at liberty to_drive about the Soviet Zone, in uniform and in plainly marked American sedans. Actually their freedom of movement was seriously limited. Zach trip had to be announced in advance with a precise objective and itinerary, and_ the Russians frequently refused to grant clearance for areas of 
special interest (notably the uranium mine region of the trzgebirge 

" which was declared closed on grounds of "quarantine"). Pantuhoff 
and Schneider made repeated attempts to get at interesting targets; and as a result were frequently arrested_and detained by local hussian commandants. Although they were always able to obtain 
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fairlyfiifmompt release by telephoning Potsdam, they gradually built up a record with the Russians which clearly marked them as conduct- 
ing a form of espionage. The crisis occurred in January 1948, when on orders from General Fess, Pantuhoff attempted to gain entry to 
a factory which the Russians had barred. As a result, the Soviet 
commander declared Pantuhoff and Schneider persona non grata and 
asked for their recall. V 

From our viewpoint there was little to be gained by associating 
ourselves closely with this type of activity. Col Fantuhoff and 
General Hess have invited.us to submit‘intelligence briefs and'to 
send“a representative to the weekly staff meeting of the Eission 
in their Berlin headquarters. although and others have 
attended these meetings fairly regularly, they have been increas- 
ingly impressed with the futility of the Eission, so far as intel- 
Iigence is concerned. It is apparent that an American officer in 
uniform cannot conduct espionage on anything but the most obvious 
and uninteresting targets. Accordingly, after a few experimental 
briefs, we ceased to put any requests to the Mission. with the 
departure of Pantuhoff, our interest has dropped to zero, and we 
have discontinued the practice of attending their weekly meetings. 
'H. ~Qffice of Military Government, Berlin Sector Civil Affairs 

Branch _-
. 

' The Berlin Operations Base, in the liaisons described above 
has occupied the position of an agency with a Theater-wide mission 
and scope;_ But we are also, inevitably, enmeshed in the arrower 
fabric of the city of Berlin and specifically the_Americnn Sec- 
tor. In this more restricted aspect of our work we would nor- 
mally direct our‘ principal liaison to the Intelligence Office - 11‘ 
it existed - of the American Commandant in Berlin. Unfortunately, 
the one office which answers that description, has in fact, both " 

through its Jurisdictional ambiguity and the dubious cover position 
of its staff, been the one office which we take pains to avoid 
as much as possible. 

As I mentioned above, the dissolution of the old G-2 Eerlin 
District led to the establishment of a so-called intelligence 
office within the headquarters of the Berlin Commandant, Col. 
Frenh Fowley, specifically in the Civil Administration Branch under Hr. Gbrmerly Colonel) L. Glaser. Under Mr. Glaser as Political 
Intelligence Officer was Mr. (formerly Colonel) William Feimlich, 
who also carried the title of Deputy Chief of Branch. Hhen Feim- 
lich left Berlin District,»he took with him a small group of his 
former intelligence officers notably Hr. F. Mathews and Hr. F.A- 
Dilger, whose Special Intelligence Reports have been the staple 
of Kr. Feimlich‘s production, both before and after the headquar- 
ters switch. Unfortunately, despite the merits of these officers, 
the very nature of their position has brought them, since the - 

departure of Lt. Saunder, into the category of "best blown“ 
intelligence officers in Berlin. 

_ 
_~ 

?HqighT 
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The fisfc fault of the Peimlich office lies deeper than mere inherited insecurity. OLEGBS, Col. P0wley's headquarters at 35 Grunewald étrasse, is the directing center of the American occupation in Berlin. As such it is a workaday headquarters, staffed by a rather pedestrian but vigorous group of extrovert Army officers who run everything from motor pools to VD clinics. The building is wide open, thronged by Germans, DF's,_and allied nationals_with every conceivable errand. The headquarters is a constant focus of publicity and inter-allied bickering in the Berlin Kommandatura. Incvitably, clandestine operation from this near madhouse-is doomed to penetration and exposure. 
Eoreover, the Civil Administration Branch by its very nature is incapable of housing a true intelligence office. The function of fir. Glaser is primarily to advise Col. ”ohley on Berlin poli- tics and to provide him with the necessary ammunition to defend American interests against the constant and shrewd attacks of the Soviet Commandant Hajor General Kbtikov. It is clear\tbat the political information which Col. Fouley requires is primarily overt. It seems therefore, to have been a basic mistake to have attempted to house Hr. Feimlich's semi-covert operators in the fully overt Civil Administration Branch. The best explanation why such a step was taken, probably lies in the personal ambitions of Hr. Feimlich.~ It is an open secret in OEGUS that Er. Beimlich hoped, through this cover in Civil Administration Branch to accomplish two things: a) to ut himself in line for a decisive role in Berlin politics, and bg to evade the Jurisdiction of ODI, OEGUS. Fe came fairly close to succeeding, but in fact, as it turns out, actually failed in both objectives. It was no doubt the realization of this failure which prompted him in February 1948 to accept a transfer, out of Civil Administration into Information Control Branch, where he now heads the radio station_- in the american Sector (BIAS). In view of his extensive peace- time experience as a radio executive, this appears to be a good solution of both his personal ambition and the dissatisfaction which has been felt in OEGUS over his intelligence work. 
The way is now open for the appointment of a new intelligence officer, who would accept his full measure-of responsibility toward ODI, and function in parallel to the Land Intelligence officers in the American Zone. This has long been the avowed objective of Colonel Bodes, to bring Berlin into line-with the situation in the three american Laender, thereby enabling OEGUS headquarters to draw directly on the political intelligence produced under OMGBS. Whether this will lead to the establish- ment of a new and separate intelligence branch within OEGBS or whether it will continue in the past, as a part of the Civil Administration.Branch under Er. Glaser, remains to be seen, but clearly the continuation of the status quo is undesirable. 

>+;/fk-¢~s 
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In theplifiht of this situation,_it is easy to understand why our relations with Mr. Peimlich‘s office have been far from pef_ fectly cordial. Mr. Peimlich has never forgotten the fact that General Sibert‘s letter of July 1946 deprived him of his princi_ pal franchise - running agents into the Russian Zone - in favor of SSU. We have never forgotten the fact that his office is 
staffed with German secretaries and has no possibility of maintain. 
ing internal security. fe have indeed kept up a friendly personal contact-with Hr. Mathews, and even accepted an occasional intelli- gence lead from him. Powever, even in such instances we have been forced to be exceedingly reserved, since there is abundant evi- " 
dence that Feimlich‘s office is the classic point in.Berlin'fbr 
penetration feelers, not only from Soviet but from other allied 
intelligence agencies, and Mathews by his own admission has been hit fiith devastating accuracy. Indeed, our'caution now goes so 
far, that it can be said that we no longer are willing to accept 
any operational initiative which we know to have been associated 
in any way with Feimlich‘s office. Possibly under a new incum- 
bent ne may be able to relax our stand-offishness; but the funda-. 
mental difficulty will always remain, so long as overt and covert 
are completely intertwined, and the whole direction of intelli- 
gence is oriented toward a tactical political situation. *1 

mf-
K 
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I. Non-Intelligence Contacts '

' 

with the agencies described above, we have exhausted the ros- 
ter of our major intelligence liaisons. There remain a large grouy 
of Berlin agencies bordering upon or ancillary in function to 
clandestine intelligence, with whom we have close contact. These 
contacts cover every aspect of our operations-and administration, 
and constitute a complex fabric which it is only possible to des- 
cribe in very general terms. 

-1. Public Safety_, onzous and oases " 

Not strictly of an intelligence nature, but basic to the 
performance of our mission is our liaison with the Public Safety 
Branch of OEGUS and of OMGBS headquarters.

_ 

a. gfublic Safety Branch, OHGUS 

As the senior headquarters in the Theater, Public 
Safety Branch OmGUS exercises general policy control in all matter 
affecting the German police and law enforcement agencies and denaz 
fication inspection, both in the American Zone and in Berlin, and 
participates on the quadripartite level in the ACA Public Safety 
Committee. It is a fairly compact office within the Internal 
Affairs and Communications Division. 

OMGUS Public Safety with its subordinate echelons in 
the Laender owes its present distinctive pattern to the influence 
of Col. 0.%. fiilson, who was chief of the Branch until the summer 
of 1947, Col. Wilson enjoys a wide reputation in the United State< 
as the founder of what might be called the higher education of the 
professional policeman. As head of the graduate police school at 
the University of California, Col. Wilson established the concept 

, | 
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of an e.€'té‘~‘corps‘, and trained according to this concert hundreds 
of officers who are now chiefs and senior officials of police 
forces throughout the country. We brought with him to Military 
Government his concept, which he himself embodies: the soft 
spoken, intellectual, gentlemanly type of police official, as 
opposed to the traditional "flat foot", Needless to say, this 
admirable discipline has been particularly effective in Germany, 
which has always had a highly trained, elite police bureaucracy. 
As a result, the German police in the American Zone and Sector of 
Berlin have displayed a respect for our Public Safety officia1dom_ 
which has not always been so apparent in other erecutive Branches 
of Military Government.

_ 

The cordial relations which Berlin Base established 
with Col. Wilson have continued under his successor, Er. T.W.~Fall, 
and”his deputy Er. J.L,HcCravi The full measure of their coopera- 
tion was demonstrated in the summer of 1947, when Hr. Fall 
granted the facilities of Public 8afety cover to l51‘¢\HEH_R)’. Hr@<K@HE'1 
?-~;. Hr: kt, was given a position as a specialéinvestigator. 
in the OMGUS office, under circumstances which allowed him com- 
plete operational latitude to perform his nis ion for; the Berlin 
Base. . Competent orders were procured, under working 
;lias,~and a desk and listed telephone were la d on? gyhfortunately, 
_ |v\ ' v 

" '

_ 

».1.-,1",-._,;;-_,-,.»_..-_\-A--.--.-. »..._.--.~-~..- .. ._ ,_ 
_ _ 

- _ 
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as a result of General Clay's decisive vetokon_use 
of Mili ry Government cover,,we were obliged to withdraw;fir. 
rmuqu¢from the office: l -

“ 

I I Ac I 1 1 0 - 1Q_ lq___ _-____\_J_.__ __-A 4~-\J- ‘n4\n\ 

with OEGBS our Public Safety_ties are even closer than' 
on the OEGUS level, amounting to a day to day working liaison of the

A
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utmost #§iaE in support of our SC and FR operations. The or; inal 
and still the basic contact has been with Mr. (formerly major? 
Charles Bond, who was Chief until the spring of I947 and is now 
deputy Chief of Branch, under hr. Bay Ashworth. Bond is a pro- 
fessional police officer of long experience in the States. Dur_ 
ing the past two and a half years, he has built the police fQr¢e 
in the American Sector of Berlin into a trustworthy and reasonably 
efficient organization, carrying out its mission, within the limit 
imposed by inadequate personnel and equipment, according to pre-" 
war German standards. Fis greatest success has been in freeing 
the American Sector from the pernicious influence of the Soviet- 
controlled central Polizeipraesidium. Considering the strength 
of the prewar system of centralized police administration in 
Berlin, this has been a particularly difficult achievement. SC 
Branch as I mentioned above may claim considerable credit fur 
strengthening Hr. Bond's hand, through its inside coverage of the 
police force. rs‘ 

The immediate befifits of this liaison are too numerous 
to catalogue. Fardly a week goes by without a visit to Er. 
Ashaorth or Er. Bond, for the purpose of straightening out the 
affairs of an agent in trouble, securing police protection for 
our operations, or following up a lead of counter intelligence 
nature. Through Public Safety we secured the full time services 
of a trained police detective to investigate the incidents of p 

petty thievery in our motor pool and office premises. This experi 
ment has paid off in the apprehension of a number of intruders, 
and in bringing to light points of weakness among our othermise 
trustworthy German personnel. we are presently using the same 
detective to carry out vetting checks on all our indigenous per- 
sonnel and to cast a protective eye over our billets and other 
official installations. 

Finally, we may add, from these, our most trusted 
friends within OEGBS headquarters, we have obtained innumerable 
bits of inside information which enable us to keep on good terms 
with the other Branches of that rather tempermental headquarters. 
We have kept posted on affairs of vital concern to FR and SC such 
as secret plans for raids and arrests carried out on a quadriparti 
level. Advance warning of such operations is of the utmost 
importance especially to ER, since the Soviets have frequently 
tried to utilize'quadripartite machinery to probe into the my- 
steries of American intelligence operations. On our side, we 
have done our best to strengthen the hand of Public Safety in 
its constant battle to curb abductions and other illegal Soviet 
incursions into our Sector. We have been able to use our ready 
access to the higher echelons of OEGUS to plead the cause of 
Public Safety in this matter, which, however explosive in nature, 
has generally failed to rouse a commensnrahzdegree of interest on 
the Kommandatura and ACA echelons.' - 

Ir 
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2. Jffnfermation Control Division 
Information Control Division, like Public Safety, 15 of interest to us on both the OMGUS and the OMGBS levels. Although 

by its charter it should be only indirectly concerned with 
clandestine operations as such, it has nevertheless figured pro- 
minently in the history of intelligence in Germany. 

a. Information Control Division, OMGUQ. 
I have already alluded to the bitter struggle which 

took place in 1945 and 1946 between the.0ffice of the Director of 
Intelligence and the Information Control Division. As I pointed 
out the pendulum reached full swing in September l946 when ICD 
actually secured the approval of a staff study which would have 
brought ODI under at least the personal headship of the Chief of 
ICD, Brig. Gen. Hc Clure. Since then, the pendulum has-swung 
nearly full in the opposite direction. The latest indications 
are that ICD will be withdrawn from the entire field of political 
intelligence which is presently being cultivated by its Research 
Branch under Dr. Robert-C. Schmid (formerly OSS, R and A). -In.Bava 
indeed the Research Branch has already been merged with the Office 
of the Land Director of-Intelligence, the chief of the former becoming head of the latter under the merger. It seems likely 
that similar mergers will take place in the other two Laender, to 
be followedheventually at the OEGUS level. Dr. Schmid is return- 
ing to the States in late Spring 1948, at which time his Branch 
will, in all probability be incorrorated into ODI. Such a step 
would certainly clarify the situation in the field of political 
information and reduce a serious element of duplication. 

To be sure the functions of ICD Research Branch are 
to some.extent different from those of ODI. Research Branch is = 

concerned primarily with the sampling of public opinion_by_an 
application of Gallup Poll methods.- This type of work has an 
obvious-bearing on the legitimate propaganda and educational func- 
tions of ICD, and there is consequently considerable pressure.to 
retain at least the opinion polls within the Division. "owever, 
the basic weekly publication, Information Control Review, although 
based in large part on such samplings and on overt newspaper and 
periodical analysis, does in fact overlap to a considerable extent 
the political and sociological coverage of the Q2l_EggLl1_EQ§2§- ' 

A clean-cut merger is obviously indicated. 
The-solution of this Jurisdictional conflic is of 

only indirect concern to Berlin Operations Base. ICD has not 
attempted to extend its coverage into our principal target area, 
the Soviet Zone. Nevertheless, the consolidation and sisplificatio 
of the political coverage which would result from such a merger, 
would react, I believe, benefically to WDD Bases operating in 
the American Zone, and would reduce the incidence of potential 
friction with ourselves. In addition it must be stated frankly, 
that the withdrawal of xco will certainly not have an adve13Be effec 
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on the security picture. ICD, by the nature of its function and by the quality of its personnel, has been notoriously insecure dabbling beyond the edge of overt activity, and jeopardizing ’ 

agencies legitimately chartered in the clandestine field. The loyalty of much of its foreign born personnel has been seriously questioned, and the need for a greater concentration of control and discipline is universally admitted. The most recent reagtion to the presence of dubious elements in ICD has been the crisis -P 

over the radio station in the American Sector of Berlin, which culminated, asll mentioned above, in the transfer of Er. Peimlich from Civil Administration Branch, OEGBS to BIAS. 
Hention should be made of numerous incidental points of liaison with ICD, notably in the field of licensing periodi- 

cals and other means of publicity. we have not infrequently been requested by AEZON to promote with ICD the special interests of one of our agents or of a group or organization which we are interested in building up. In general, it has been our experience that these requests are dangerous. The insecurity of ICD makes its 
risky to display our interest in a publications project. Eoreover, because of their sometimes prejudiced, sometimes reasonable lines of policy, it is extremely difficult to procure special favors from ICD without an effort incommensurate to the worth of the pro- 
ject. For that reason, we have not always been willing or able to undertake such intervention. Our credit with the present division chief Col. G. E. Textor is excellent, but we feel it wise policy to husband it for matters of vital concern and to keep minor requests to the minimum. ' 

_ One principal point of potential contact with ICD 
lies in the field of propaganda, black or white. Here, again, extreme caution is indicated. It is well known that when General" 
Clay announced the launching of an anti-communist propaganda drive 
in October 1947, Information Control immediately seized the ball 
and started running for a touchdown. It was halfway down the 
field when the referee's whistle was vigorously blown by ODI POLAD, and CAD all at once who pointed out that the ball had not 
even been put into play. éince then, ICD has been moving somewhat 
more cooperatively with the line of scrimmage, but there is always 
danger that it will try another runaway. At any rate,_from our 
viewpoint, it is a team mate to be kept altogether under circum- 
spection. ' 

_ Our policy remains, as it has been since October 1946, 
no direct dissemination to ICD, OEGUS, and only a minimum of work- 
ing contact.

_ 

b. lCD,nBerlin_Sector
_ 

The Information Control Branch of OEGBS is subject, 
in our mind, to the same weaknesses as its OEGUS parent,namely 

I Q 
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insecurity and lack of discretion in intelligence matters. Never- theless we have permitted ourselves a slightly closer working con- tact, both because it has been expedient and because there have bee1 one or two individuals in whom we have had real confidence. This confidence applies chiefly to the former chief Er. F. N, Leonard (now with once) ,and the present deputy chief, mr. m. Josselson. he have felt reasonably safe in turning to these officials for such incidental matters as checks on journalistic personnel, pro- * 
curement of correspondent status for our agents, occasional straightening out of licensing problems and other minor favors." 
Hr. Josselson in addition has given us a number of valuable intelli- gence leads. It is to him that we owe the FR agent POUFOH. “e is particularly useful because of his knowledge of Russian, and his close liaison contacts with his allied opposite numbers. 

But unquestionably our most valuable contact in ICD ' 

Berlin is with Er. Enno Fobbing, editor of the Berlin edition of the nmericanelicensed newspaper Die Heue Zeitung. Hr. "ob- 
bing, who was one of my most talented students at Farvard, has had a brilliant career both in journalism and intelligence. Unlike 
many others of similar background, he has not allowed the former to drive'out the latter. Because he is a Military Government 
official, and therefore not subject to the pressure of the commer- cial by-line, he is able to submerge his Journalistic impulses in the interest of a clandestine operation. Fe, more than any other MG official of our acquaintance, presents the ideal qualifications for directing and carrying out propaganda work, whether of the white or black type. As the lines of such a campaign begin to emerge we are convinced that our best opportunity to contribute, without loss of security, would be through further intensification of our present close working arrangement with Er. "ebbing. 

3. Provost Marshal, Berlin Command- ' 

Essential to any conduct of intelligence and counter intel- ligence operations in an occupied area is a satisfactory working 
relationship with the non~indigenous law enforcement agencies. It 
has always been a cardinal point of our policy to be on good terms with the Provost Earshal and the Criminal Investigation Division. Unlike CIC, these are agencies from which we request considerable 
support and assistance, without being able to offer much in 
return. Good will with them, therefore, is more a function of 
personal respect than of mutual benefits. 

‘ During the past two years there have been two Provost 
Zarshals of Berlin Command, both cavalry officers and admirable 
gentlemen. I have already mentioned Col. G. no Busbey who served 
a brief period as S-2 after more than a year as Provost Marshal. 
Col Busbey was by instinct a rough and ready diplomat in the 
field of law enforcement. Fe always displayed the utmost courtesy 
toward our organization, and granted any reasonable operational 

. siifly 
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I‘equests!’7 ‘His successor Col. 
has been even more friendly and , coopera- 

tive. 

The high point of our relations with the Provost Karghal 
was reached when Col. Falck agreed to our use of his office as 
cover I &ax&i.6&uL» In Because of 9¢M¢3 ,knowledge of 
Russian, it was essential that he have a post, sufficiently overt 
to account for constant appearance in offices of every type, yet " 
sufficiently covert to permit the necessary security. ,This posi- 
tion was found in the Special Liaison Section attached directl 
to Col. Falck's office. In addition ~i§r- 4 x * _j 
it had the very mixed advantage of placing gent **E 2;y_ct associz 
tion pith Hr. Michael Tscherbinine and the"aoviet'Li£1s-- Section. 
gguz. has been able to make the most of this association, taking 
uuuO nicself potential CE leads which Tscherbinine uncovered 
while‘ at arm's and 

associates.

S 

ve matters, as well as intelligence, our 
Provost Earshal connection has been beneficial. We have been 
able on the strength of our credit with Col. Falck to extract _ 

ourselves successfully from difficult situations with the E111- 
tary Police such as are bound to arise in-the conduct of deli- 
cate operations in a tightly patrolled area of occupation. we 
have secured such important administrative favors as a completely 
free hand in obtaining new license plates for blown automobiles. 
In return we have, as I stated above, lent our moral support in "‘ 
issues of vital concern to the Provost Marshal. Thus under the 
regime of Col Busbey when General Clay ordered the pulling in of 
outlying MP Detachments to a central barracks, we sent the 
General a strong letter advising against this step. The fact that 
General Clay overrode the protests of our agency and of several 
others did not diminish the Provost Marshal's gratitude for our 
effort- 

4. Criminal Inve§tiggtion'Division 
CID in Berlin is a picturesque, hard-boiled outfit con- 

trasting sharply with the almost genteel atmosphere of Pubiic 
Safety. Owing only a nominal obedience to the Berlin Provost 
Marshal, it has acted pretty much as a law unto itself, and has _ 

carved its way into the lush lawlessness of_Berlin with gusto and 
abandon. Its chief, Hr. 0.8. Carlucci, has worked hiwself 
rapidly to a considerable eminence enjoying in effect the status 
of a sort of personal bodyguard and detective for General Clay. 
Pis principal agent, Mr. M. A. Strauch is a well known and color- 
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gullfigure, striking a mild degree of terror in the hot spots of er in. 

The basic achievements of CID are not really impressive, though one must hasten to add that this is by no means their f lt I f th i in i cl ffo t the have been frus- au . n many o e r pr c pa e r s y - trated, just short of bringing the criminal to justice. This was particularly a arent in the sad case of' 4 

and who quite literally beat 
the T89 OH Very'heavy charges vhich CID had fully documented. " 
This gross miscarriage of Justice (which appears to.have been engineered in Washington) so discouraged CID that they have_sub~ 
sequently confined themselves to such nodest but sure publicity 
bringers as the Pohenzollern jewel case. They have made no real 
effort to enforce a high standard of integrity in matters of black marketinn among OHGUS personnel, recognizing their limita- 
tions of manpober and the lack of real interest in securing 
spectacular convictions. Even in the limited field of stolen ~ ‘ 

american vehicles they have found themselves obliged to turn 
over.responsibility almost entirely to ?ublic Safety and the German Police. 

We approached 1.-fir. Carlucci, 
with the able assistance of Martin H. Sanford (Mr. Carlucci was 
a private detective in New Jersey where Mr. Sanford was a member 
of the State Police), and were able to insure the security of our organization's interests. *Because ofi our general willing- ness to cooperate with the prosecution of the case we won the 
confidence of CID, and have had no difficulty maintaining it 
subsequently. 

.CID is not much interested in intelligence as such, and 
po$sesses'the virtue of complete security only in matters of vital concern to itself. we can always count on them to give us a 
reasonable degree of executive support _in such matters, for 
instance, as investigating black market activities of our agent 
or other German personnel. There is no question that our relation~ 
ship with CID is of benefit to the organization. As an example we 

t t th t th i in l l d to SC's most important may poin ou e or g a ea operationiiwas obtained from the CID. \~ . 

'5. The FunctionalnDivisions Qf OEGUS 
In concluding the roster of our contacts with American 

agencies, a word should be said concerning the functional divi- 
sions of OKGUS. These divisions, now some 10 in number, are the basic executive organs of Military Government. They are patterned 
to correspond to the quadripartite structure of the Allied Control 
Authority, but the congruence is by no means absolute. The _. 

- >1;< - 
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divisions vary greatly in size and influence. By far the mggt powerful grouping are the Economics and related divisions (Trans- port, Finance, Manpower) which constitute the working arm Qf General Clay in the material rebuilding of Germany. The bulk of these divisions are moving-to Frankfurt this spring, leaving only policy-making and advisory echelons to sit with the Theater Com- mander and the Deputy Military Governor. 

Broadly speaking, we have eliminated direct contact with the functional.divisions. Two years ago, we passed both disseminat and raw reports directly to Economics, to Transport to Civil Ad- ministration and to Armed Forces Division as the subject matter required. In October l946, when we concluded our agreement with General Clay, we undertook henceforth to use ODI as our basic channel to OEGUS, thereby concentrating the use of our material, eliminating our own distribution headaches, and tightening our security; we have adhered to this agreement, and none of our 
formal distribution goes to-OEGUS except through ODI and POLAD. 

we have, however, maintained a considerable volume of direct contacts,,partly on the basis of earlier connections. Thus when a case requires direct action, either of a policy or an executive nature we are not totally at a loss ere to turn. The classic example of such direct action was th 
affair, in which we presented our inside informat n on the Askania Werke directly to the Industry Branch of the Economics 
Disivion. Only in this way, and by the assidious personal pres- 
sure of Hr.~ -, were we able to work up sufficient interest to lead to a thorough investigation resulting in the seizure of the plant and ultimate conviction of its directors. Pad we been con- 
tent to let this matter ride through ODI channels, it is doubtful _ whether any executive action would have been taken. This liaison" 
with Industry Branch is further extended for day to day operational support of FR operations. Dr. Nordstrom, the Research Control , officer of 0£GUS, has provided us in the past with necessary back- 
ground information for long range technical and scientific opera- 
tions and we believe that this liaison will prove invaluabie in 
this important field in the future. His chief, Hr. (formerly Colonel F. L. Mayer. has been very hel ful since initial contact 
was made with him by jlcmiu in_ thease. "e has 
passed on leads to us (one or them resulting in FR case -J and has provided_valuable policy and background information for 
the prosecution of oour operational program. One of the most 
valuable contributions from Er. Mayer's office has been the 
intelligence passing through their hands as a by product of their day to day operations, which has often resulted in informatory 
cables from us to Eashington. 

Another instance of fruitful liaison is with the Finance 
Division. This liaison on one hand provides us with inside informa 
tion on such important matters as the currency reform, and'0n the other hand furnishes occasional cover for specific jobs of case 

saaiir 
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officers. Two separate contacts are maintained in this division, 
both by in the persons and it 

The former by virtue of his position, l has assisted us in many ways in our 
o erations vesti ative leads and oth have provided in g 
details n personalities of interest to us, e.g., G 8V&lI18.9-_. 
tion Contacts of this type are invaluable to prel- 
serve our anonymi y in operational situations requiring a secure 
telephone number, a one time cut-out, a one time cover, etc. 

Another reason for maintaining direct contact, here and 
there, is the importance of being able to locate and place our 
staff personnel and our agents under the cover of such agencies 
as the Joint Export-Import Agency Bizonal Economic Council, 
eventually perhaps ER? etc. It is.only by personal acquaintance 
with a select and trusted group of the top echelons in the func- 
tional divisions that we can hope to achieve our ends. We must 
remain careful, however, not to allow such contacts to get us 
involved in affairs which are of no concern to our long term 
mission. We have repeatedly had to turn down requests or sugges- 
tions for special investigations on behalf of the functional divi- 
sions. It is-only when, as in the affair, a clandestine 
intelligence lead ends up in a clear call for executive action 
that we permit ourselves to deviate from the general rule - 
hands off OEGUS. 

J. Liaison With Allied Intelligence Services 
' l.' British Intelligence. ' 

During 1947 our liaison with British Intelligence
' 

followed a pattern of continuing friendliness and cooperation,

1 

‘ ' I’ 
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PART IV 

ADMINISTRATION, BERLIN OPERATIONS BASE 

A. General Remarks -—.__-_-it--¢Z—-i_1o— 

During the past two years a very considerable part of my time 
and energy has been.devoted to supervising the administration of 
the Berlin Operations Base._ In part this absorption in adminis- 
trative detail was beneficial, in that it brought me into direct 
-contact with a great many individual problems of which, otherwise, 
I would have been imperfectly aware. On the whole, however, the 
fact that I did not have an executive officer during the bulk of 
1946 and 1947 was unfortunate, since a fairly considerable part 
of my personal concentration on administrative matters was done at 
the expense of the supervision of\operations and the conduct of 
liaison. " 

‘ The question as to whether Berlin Base required an executive 
officer was discussed back and forth at intervals during the 
entire two years. For two onths (October and November 1946) 
I was lent the services of.lgreatly 
assisted_me in straightening_out a number of vital pro ems,; 
notably the security of our building and the requisitioning of 
houses for agents. However, after the two months‘ trial, the 
Chief of Hission, Mr. Lewis, reached the conclusion that the 
problems-of Berlin Base were not sufficient to warrant the 
.assignent of a full time executive officer. I concurred in 
that decision at the time, though in retrospect I now see that A 

it was unfortunate. I do not wish to complain in this matter,"' 
since it-was my own desire not to tie up in executive work a 
competent officer who might otherwise be used for case work. 

_ By the-end of 1947, however, it became fully apparent to me 
and to the staff of this Base that an executive officer really 
was needed. we were losing our one remaining army officer 
(Capt. John Ives),_and our administrative personnel (as I shall 
point out in more detail below) was completely swamped by its 
tasks. Accordingly, I requested the Chief of Station to author- 
ize an executive officer. Since l January l9@8 this position 
has been filled one of the junior ER case officers, Mr 

The benefits of this new arrangement have 
een apparent. At least half of the minor administrative matters 

which.were form laid efore me, are now taken care of on a 
routine basis ‘working with the administrative officer, 

has i oduced a new standard of efficiency, 
ere y grea y contributing to the improvement of morale at the 

Base. fmoreover, he has been able to carry out his assignent 
on considerably less than a full time basis. »It has been possible 
for him to continue part time case work, gaining experience in 

. 
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both the executive and the operational aspects of intelligence, 
In passing, I should like to make an observation based on the experience of the past two years. In my opinion it is

p essential that specially recruited and trained administrative _= off cers should be made available for field bases. It is not sufficient to assign army or civilian personnel who are without intelligence-background. We have had in.Berlin since the end of 1945 four army officers, all of whom have been conscientious and hardworking, and reasonably efficient. But by the same token, all four have constituted personality problems, some of majgg p§:portions. The reason for this, as I see it, is Ehat he ted and conventional experience in Army adminis ation was quite inadequate background for the entirely different prob- lems of our type of o eration. -As a result, there was a marked tendency to develop wgat might be described as "complexes" such as a feeling-ofiferiority and hostility toward case officers, jitters in the face of crises, lack of self-confidence and even, certain paranoiactraits. ‘In each of the four cases of which I §pe%k, thi officer frequently complained that he felt himself ou of h s depth" or that he ias a misfit in this type of organi- zation. Despite constant encouragement and build-up on.my‘part, all of them remained personnel headaches. ‘ 

At present the situation is quite different. has been doing administrative work in support of telli en e f nearly three years (he was formerly with ODI, OMGUS). has had considerable intelligence training and experience, super- imposed on a fairly extensive background in army administration." Both feel completely at home and happy in the hectic atmosphere of "flaps" and crises which is normal to a direct operating espionage unit. There is a complete understanding between case officers and administration, an personal friction is reduced to a minimum. ' 

I am not attempting to elevate our experience at this base into a generalization, but I submit that it is well worth taking into consideration in personnel planing. Although the ideal can seldom be attained, it should be approximated: key administrative personnel who, if not by training, at least by temperament, are -adapted'to clandestine intelligence work. 
-._._ , _._‘_._>_»_»P._‘>__. 

In addition to our past difficulties with our administrative officers, we have to a considerable extent been handicapped by the inadequate staffingcof the separate administrative functions. Our bsic administrative T/0 has been set at the figure of 9 .persons, civilian and military. It is only as of the present writing that we have actually reached that stre th. present staff comprises the administrative officer 
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the Registry clerk CAF-_5), the motor sergeant 
(Sgt. Harold Bartelt , the supply §e_;Leant (S/Sgt. Tomlinson) 
and his assistants (T-=5 Davis and Sgt. Kilby), and the photo-= 
r pher (T-5 Smith)- The administ tive office has one secretary iii-S <>AF-'/>- fin 18

_ arrived in Berlin. He is assigned to services, bu s duties 
have not'yet been fixed. 

Even with'our T-0 filled, we are.still operating on an abso- 
lute minimum basis. Considering the size of our detachment com- 
munity (average strength 40 American.members, with about twenty 
dependents, thirty>five German employees, many with families) 
and the magnitude of our operations (ranging from a maximum of 
about 250 agents to a current figure of about 125), our adminis- trative apparatus is strikingly modest. In part this is made 
possible by the fact that some of the overhead administrative 
functions are performed in Heidelberg (personnel records, supply 
procurement, finance). However, the main.basis for our economy 
of personnel has been our success in obtaining building guards 
from the Army (thereby freeing at least four T-0 slots , and running our motor pool with only one enlisted man who supervises an average.of-12 German mechanics and helpers,and himself does 
gufih of the actual repair vork,and emergency and operational ving. "e 

The same strictures apply to the quality of our enlisted per- 
sonnel as were made in the case of our administrative officers. 
During the past two years we have had in effect three éhplete » 

turnovers of enlisted men. Each group~has had different characg 
teristics. The first contingent yere‘left-overs from the war, " 

who had been introduced to life in.Berlin in the truly lush days. 
They were on the whole a reasonably hard working lot but it'was 
only after they were redeployed in the spring of 194$ that we 
realized the full extent to uhich.many of them had become involved 
in various forms of corruption. The second crop of GI's was 
the sorriest; very young,_run-of-the-mill draftees for the most 
part without any military experience or training, who adopted 
the attitude of "conquerors? and vere guilty of most of the faults 
of the preceding group, without-the merit of at least having 
helped win the war. This group disappeared, with no regret on 
our part, in the spring of 1947. The third and current contingent of GI's include a nuber of re-enlistees, who consequently are at 
least more mature than their predecessors and have some idea why 
they are here. Moreover, a certain element of selection entered 
into their recruitment, and one or two are young men of real promis 
Others must be classed as "weak sisters" whom we hope to get rid 
of as soon as replacements are in sight. Fe have on occasion been 
tempted to dispose of certain individuals, even without visible 
replacement,_but we usually fall back on the principle of expedi— 
ency: a body is a body, after all. " " ‘ 
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Our extensive, and predominantly painful experience.with 
unselected enlisted men has firmly convinced us that one carg- 
fully recruited and trained civilian clerk or administrative 
assistant is.worth at least two of what "the cat brought in". 
If our T-0 of 9 could be filled-with a group of sound CAF—5 to 
7 civilians, stateside trained, coupled with our present pair ,>F 

of responsible regular army sergeants for motor pool and supply 
work, I believe our efficiency would be doubled. . 

>~- 

B. Administrative Relations !ith.Berlin Command 

The basic administrative support of the Berlin.Base derives 
from Berlin Command, which is the administrative headquarters of 
OMGUS. During the past two years this support has been given 
generously: we have never been frustrated or disappointed in 
any vital respect. But.this present excellent situation.vas not 
achieved without considerable effort. During the month of 
December 1945, the administrative-relations of the Berlin1Base 
with OZGUS had reached the point of disaster. On the morning 
of my arrival, " January 1946, I was confronted with the fact 
that the Director of Administrative Services, Brig. Gen. James 
Edmunds, had ordered the Hilitary Police to impound the entire 
motor pool of.the Detachment. Gen. Edmunds was motivated, as 
he frankly admitted, by the.desire to appropriate our three 
Buicks which.hr. Dulles had purchased in Switzerland. within 
two hours after my arrival, I secured the return of our motor 
pool, and convinced Gen. Edmunds that the Buicks were the 
inalienable property of SSU. The crisis was over, but Gen. 
Ednunds was hardly one to forgive and forget-such a defeat. 
' In fiarch 1946 Gen. Edmunds called"to the attention of Gen. 
Clay the fact thatfour SSU detachment was an agency deriving 
material support from OMGUS, yet.not strictly speaking under its 
command. On the strength of-this representation, Gen. Clay 
requested that our unit drop all its administrative connections 
with OHGUS, and attach itself fully to Headquarters Berlin Dis- 
trict. It will be recalled that, at that period, Berlin District 
was a separate major command, and was not uder OMOUS. In October. 
when.Berlin District was downgraded to a subordinate position undea 
OMOUS, as Berlin Command, our attachment remained unchanged. 

The present situation is therefore that Berlin Operations 
Base is attached for administrative support to Headquarters Berlin 
Command, and is thus a part of the general OMGUS complex. This 
arranggment was ratified orally by Gen; Clay in October 1946, at 
the.t e of the change from SSU to CIG. General Clay's personal 
assurance of continuing support was subsequently implemented by 
a number of written agreements with Berlin Command, which consti- 
tute the fabric of our logistic support. These agreements were 
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concluded on various levels, chiefly through the S-4 of Berlin 
Command (at that time Col. W. Hensey), with the approval of the 
commanding officer (Col. R. A. Willard). Our present solid pQS1_ 
tion is the product of z 8) high.level Washington directives, 
notably the Top Secret Ear Department Order "Supplies and Equip- 
ment for GIG" of 24 October 1946 with supporting USFET and EUCOMi 
orders developed by Heidelberg and Frankfurt, which naturally -" 

command immediate attention and respect from army administrators: 
b) the expressed assurance of support and good will from General 
Clay: c) the cooperative attitude of Col. Willard and his staff; 
d) a multitude of working arrangements covering every aspect of 
our administrative needs fro the requisitioning of operational 
liquor to the exclusion f ur t le h e b r th OMGUS 
Directory. I shall allude to tn§sep13nmo¥§ma§§§1i ggderethe 
separate headings below. - 

It will readily be agreed that this coplex tissue of admin- 
istrative arrangement constitutes an extremely valuable asset.- 
It is understandable, I believe, that most of our thinking and 
planning in regard to dispersal of the Base comes squarely up 
against the reflection that our hard—won position should not be 
put in jeopardy. 
C.~ Fhe Administrative Office - Adjutant functions. 

Until the creation of an executive officer in January 1948, 
the entire burden of administration rested on a single adminis- 
trative officez-,‘who, at. least until. the recruitment of" 
in October 1947, had always been obliged to carry his man old 
burdens without the benefit of an administrative assistant. As_I 
said above, the foag Army officers who acted as administrative l and I947 

ii‘: e persona ca ties, their 
with zeal and loyalty to the organize fact that 

they were insufficiently staffed produced varying degrees of 
frustration and discontent, but never led to a complete breakdown 
of the administrative system.

‘ 

1 0 0 
. ' 

The primary adiutant function of the administrative offi- 
cer has been the handling of travel orders. This function is, 
however, somewhat limited in scope by the higher jurisdiction of 
the Heidelberg A utant. en I arrived in Berlin, the adminis- 
trative officer, _was, at least de facto, exercising 
real adjutant functions, notably issuing travel orders for per- 
sonnel of the Base over his own signature. It soon became appar- 
ent that this practice was unauthorised, and we dropped it comple 
At present, travel and leave orders for points within the Theater 
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are procured by our administrative officer from the Orders Branch 
of the'Adjutant General, OEGUS. They are usually issued under 
Berlin Command heading. Duty travel from Berlin.ls cleared 
through Heidelberg, and if the travel is outside the Theater, 
the orders are issued either from Heidelberg or Frankfurt under 
EUCOH authority. Leave travel also requires Heidelberg approval, 
but the so-called Authorization to Travel can be issued here.

_ 

All travel out of Berlin requires a Russian translation of the 
orders. 

In addition to the travel of staff personnel, the admini- 
strative officer obtains orders for our agents. This was formerly 
a fairly substantial volue of business. It was not so great, 
however, as was claimed in the sensational Associated Press 
article which stated that "a Her Department detachment“ had been 
running-an underground railway which was evacuating several 
hundre persons from Eastern Germany par year. It is true that 
the total number of orders issued at our request during the past 
two years has run into the hundreds, but of course only a very 
small percentage represented actual evacuations. The great 
majority were return trip orders, issued either for business 
connected with the agent's mission or as personal favors, such 
as facilitating convalescence from illness, set§liag“an estate, 
or purely compassionate visits. 

Despite the advantages to our operations of issuing 
American travel orders to our agents, we have in recent months 
greatly cut down on the practice. In part'this cut has been.the 
result of our increasing concern over the security risk involved 
in all forms of agent travel. But_it has also been forced upon 
us, to.a certain extent, by the stiffening of OHGUS policy. - 

About six months ago a-near crisis developed, when Marguerite_ 
Higgins, correspondent of the New York Herald Tribune, got wind 
of the clandestine evacuation by S-2 Berlin Gommand of a German 
national, who had fled the Russian Zone, allegedly in fear of 
his life. -The operation was of quite low level and actually had 
ro intelligence significance, but Kiss Higgins thought she had 
the makings of a sensational story, comparable to her minor 
classic "I Interviewed Two Russian Spies". The publication of 
the story was headed off, but Gen. Gailey, Chief of Staff, OMGUS, 
issued instructions that all requests for travel orders for‘ 
Germans must be personally screened and approved by himself.- 
Gen. Gailey soon discovered that handling an average of thirty 
such requests a day was quite unfeasible, anddelegated the 
responsibility to the Personnel Officer.‘ The practical.*ffects, 
as far as we were concerned, were nil. General Walsh gave what' 
amounted toia blanket approval in advance to any requests we migh' 
make for orders involving return to Berlin, only stipulating that 
outright evacuation cases should be cleared with him. Even this 
proviso.~ has not been insisted upon, and in practice wefcan 
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obtain orders for our agents without any difficulty. ‘As I have 
said, however, we voluntarily keep our requests for agent travel 
to the minimum. 2e are not unduly concerned about the security 
of our requests within OMGUS. These are hand—processed to the 
head of the AG Travel Branch (Major J. B. Mellon), and are 
issued without passing through the hands of the German secre- 
taries in his office. No copy of the request bearing the name >i' 
of our organization is kept by the AG: we receive all copies of 
the orders from the mimeograph machine. and in effect there is 
no record of the affair in OEGU. 

Agent travel out of Berlin, in whatever form, presents seri- 
ous security risks and technical difficulties. There are three 
possible methods, air, rail and highway. 

‘ Within.the category of air travel, three different types 
exist. The first, and until recently the standard method of 
mowing agents by air, has been the use of the regular European 
Air Transport Service planes. EATS carries both duty and paying1 
passengers, and we can put agents and escorting officer on the 
plane in either category. The disadvantage of this system is 
that it involves sitting in the lobby of Tempelhof Airport, 
sometimes for many hours on consecutive days, waiting for the 
takeoff. Such delays inevitably make both the German civilian 
and his escort rather conspicuous, and constitute a serious 
security hazard. In addition the nerves of the agent may suffer 
considerably, especially if he has any reason to think he may 
be blown. 

The second method is to lay on a special plane, or at least 
get permission to put our agent on an unscheduled flight, of < 
which there are a considerable number from Tmpelhof. This is 
undoubtedly the most secure method, since it is possible to 
drive directly to the runway'and load the bodies without risk - 

of observation fro the terminal._ Such flights require the 
clearance of General Walsh, which means that the.operation must 
be ex lained t him i .e d tail. H h b ti p o n so-n e e as een_coopera veg 
in making arrangements with the'Commanding Officer of Tempelhof, 
Col. W. H. Dorr. The actual technical details of handl have 
been deroped through such cases as 

_ 

to 
the point of routine,.and the proce e as such is secure. here 
are certain drawbacks, however, in having to coordinate thr ugh 
were], Walsh's office. Thus, in the recent evacuation 017% we concluded the necessary arrangeents with General we sh 
and Col. Dorr, only to find that S-2 Berlin Command also had a 
body (a Russian detector) to'be evacuated at the same time. 
Since special flights are not a dime a'dozen, General Walsh 
ordered Col. Pretty of S-2 to send his character and escort 
on the same pl ne as s. This did not cause us any great dis~ 
tress, not particularly hot from the security 
viewpoint. Col. Pr y, however, was distinctly unhappy_and pro- tested in vain to General Walsh. The two operations went off 
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simultaneously without incident, but it is obvious that in a highly 
sensitive operation such easy it would have been impossible 
for us to agree on the shar ng of the plane with another agency. 

The third form of air travel is by commercial plane. American 
Overseas Airlines has recently introduced the practice of_making>** 
available to German civilians epty seats on its Frankfurt€Berlin 
scheduled flights. The price is 110 RH, whichis obviously within 
the reach of any German who wants-to travel. Consequently there 
is an enormous waiting list, and a system of priorities bas been 
introduced. As I mentioned above, Gen. Gailey has placed our 
agency in Priority I. The only other agencies enjoying this 
privilege in blanket form are S-2 Berlin Command, Public Safety 
OHGBS and the German Police in the American Sector. In cases 
where sufficient justification is present, the Joint Export 
Import Agency (JEIA) is authorized Priority I, but not on a blanket 
basis. ‘We are not clear why GIG and CID do not enjoy this privi- 
lege. The advantages of this form of travel are obvious, being 
cheap and convenient. It can only be used,howeven for routine 
cases involving interzonal passes rather than HG travel orders; it 
must be avoided-where security factors occur. we have, during 
the six weeks since the system was initiated, used it at least a 
dozen thmes. . 

Until fairly recently, the principal method of agent travel 
has been by rail.. The American duty train has one coach,»intended 
primarily for Americans who do not have sleeping car reservations, 
but which may be used by German civilians traveling on HG orders. 
Iheoretically such orders are restricted to bona fide employees 
of Military Government, but, in practice, we can obtain them for 
our agents merely by certifying that they are engaged on official 
business. 

The principal drawback to the American train lies in the pos- 
sibility that it may be subject to Russian control. Actually, 
during the past two years,-there has been no instance of the 
Russians boarding the train and removing German passengers. How- 
ever, during the past months a number of serious incidents have 
occurred with the British train, The Russians have demanded . 

entry to the coches carrying Germans, claiming, and rightly, that 
many of these were without intervonal travel passes. Interzonal 
passes are issued to Germans, nominally on the basis of quadripar— 
tite agreeent, but actually unilaterally by any of the four occu- 
pying powers, who in turn delegate the authority to German burger- 
meis ers. It has consistently been the American position that no 
interzonal pass is required by Germans using the duty train. In 
the American view the train is de jure American territory, and may 
not be boarded for executive action by the Russians, any more than 
they may legally enter our sector to make an arrest. The British, 
unfortunately, have not maintained this position. They have 

-'" -~\.. _ 
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conceded the Russian claim that the duty train does not ehjgy extr territorial status, and they not require German civilians to carry
< 

interzcnal passes ':~:fn.ich. are subject to‘Russian check. This yield- 
ing of the British has naturally weakened ou" own position, ‘ut 
General Clay has continued to naietain a firm stand on the inviola- 
bility of the American trair. In orde" to enforce his policy, two MP's with submachine guns now travel on each of the coaches and 
sleepinr cars of the train. Orders have been issued to resist_ Russian entry with force. If the Russians actually refuse to let 
the train pass their frontier rithout inspection, the train conan= 
is instructed to return the train to the point of departure —- Beri 0“ Frankfurt. This display of toughness so far has had its effect 
and the trdn has not been molested. But there may always be a fir 
instance, and that thou"ht lies in'the background of Gereral Clay‘ 
and General Gailey's insistence on the strict control of German 
civiliau.travel.\~It was undoubtedly the fact that the British had played fast and loose.vith their train, movinr literally hundreds of agents and (from the Russian viewpoint) other questionable 
characters, which brought about the shoudovn the Americans are try~ 
ing to avoid. 

The third method of travel -- by ca“ -- involves a trip of abo 
100 miles through the Russian 7one on the Autobahn beiween Berlin 
Helmstedt. This journey, per se, presents no special risks in a' reliable car, but the vehicle and passengers are subject to Russia 
control at the Helmstedt end. This control has always been perfun 
tory, being carried out by quasi-literate Russian soldiers, who glance at the Russian translation of the American travel orders bu 
make no effort to check the identity of the persons mentioned. _It 
is easy and relatively safe to take Germans through the check poin 
but it is advisable to have them wear American uniform. There is 
of course, always the possibility of a sudden tightening of the 
control, and in any case we would hesitate to take through any per for who the Russians might be looking, SaCh as~a Soviet defector 
a prominent German politician. But for the average agent, whom we no reason to believe to be blown, movement by car seems to be the 
.simplest and safest means. 

I have dealt at some length eith the problea of agent travel, because it is a basic feature of our present operational procedure 
If conditions should change markedly, throurh a tightening of the. 
situation in Berlin, we might be called on to evacuate compromised 
agents in considerable numbers and at short notice. Since any suc crisis would automatically produce a stiffening of Russian control on the highway and probably the rail corridor, it is presumed that 
the only feasible means of evacuation would be by air. whether th 
Russians vould eventually harass or obstruct even this avenue, wou be a function of the gravity of the situation itself.

I 
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2. Personnel functions. 
The personnel functions of our administrative office are 

relatively minor. The basic personnel records are kept in 
Heidelberg -— leave and pay data, 201 files, etc. Important 
matters such as change of station and transfer are taken up ’ 

through Heidelberg to Washington.by pouch or cable according 
to the degree of urgency. Civilian pay is disbursed by the.= 
Special Funds Office at Heidelberg, which pouches the funds" 
and vouchers for each pay period. Since we no longer have an 
Army officer attached to this Base, it is necessary for an 
officer to cone from Heidelberg to Berlin each month to nay our 
enlisted sen. There is always sufficient other business'to Justi- 
fy this trip by the Heidelberg adjutant or his representative and 
the system appears to be satisfactory. » 

D. Finance. 
The financial responsibilities of the administrative office , 

though.considerable, are rot sufficient to varrant the assignment 
of a special funds officer. The financial reports are prepared 
jointly by the adminkatrative and the executive officer, but are 
signed by the latter for the Chief of‘Base. 

Broadly speaking our financial problems fall into two categori 
those involving payments in Reichsmarks~and those which are net vi 
tlilitary Payment Certificates, the dollar scrip of the American 
occupation personnel. we do indeed maintain a small account of 
American greenback dollars, and an inactive account in Russian 
roubles._ we have virtually no occasion to use other foreign ~“ 

currencies, though we have recently raised rifh H3idelberg'the 
question of naintaining a fund of Swiss francs,fo use as—a basis 
of hard cash payments to agents in the event of currency reform. 
A small amount of British currency, the so-called BAFs, is require 
for trips into the British Zone, but this has usually been accumul 
unofficially by persoal negotiation-with our British opposite nun 
who are always eager to obtain American scrip in order to make pul 
chases in the PX and'clothing store. -This exchange of currencies 
constitutes a small but_significant item in operational rood will. 

Our official e=penses, on instruction from Fashington, are 
broken down into three categories, overhead, working and project 
funds. The dollar outlay in all three categories is relatively 
small, averaging during the past two years less than $500 per moni 
The largest single item under this category is the purchase of 
operational liquor. Occasional disbursements are made for direct 
purchases from the PX or the Army Exchange Service auto sales seci 
These are confined to such minor items as are urgently needed ?or 
agent operation or the repair of a vehicle which rould be deadlin< 

Staph? 
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for a long period, if the part had to be procured by requisition 
through Ordnance or our own organization. Only ee of ur nQn_ 
American 

aien€s 
are paid in dollar instrumentrz‘ “ 

Our expenditures in German.currency range between 25;OOQ and 
50,000 marks per month. At the official value of 10 cents per Rh, 
this appears to be a fairly formidable sum. But, as'is well known 
to Eashington, the official value of the mark bears no relation tc 
its actual purchasing power. .Especially in the case of an agent, 
who frequently has to resort to the black market in order to survi 
the real purchasing power of the mark in Berlin is of the order~of 
l/2% to 2% of its nominal value. A pound of fat (margarine, lard, 
or tallow) at ration prices (one pound is approximately two months 
ration) costs 1.20 RH. At the black market rate it costs 220, 
and so on down the line. The black market value of commodities fr 
the American EX is generally\estimated on the flat basis of 3"0 B 
to the dollar. Thus a Hershey bar is worth about 1‘ to 20 marks, 
rhich is the equivalent of two days‘ wages for a domestic servant 
or unskilled.1aborer. ' These elementary statistics are mentioned 
in order to throw into a more realistic perspective the accounting 
picture of_our Reichsmark outlay. 

Hovering in the background of all our financial arrangements 
with agents is the prospect of-Wflhrungsreform, reform of the Germa 
currency. Every German knows that economic recovery_presupposes 1 

establishment of a resaonably sound monetary system. The~only 
question is when and how it will occur. The present trend toward 
splitting Germany into an easte~n and a western grouping wakes the 
actual realivation of a monetary reform for all four vones seem 
somewhat problematical. ' -“ 

In any case Wfihrungsreform, whether unitary or dual, will cree 
a radically new set of conditionifor our operations; we have atte 
.to plan for'any contingency. We envisage the probability that on 
operations for soe time to come would still be built primarily or 
payment in comodities: food, cigarettes, and supplies. But we 
will be able considerably to extend our control over arents by 
making uw to them the losses which.many will be bound to experienc 
especially in the case of those who have substantial amounts of 
"currency ~hich they will be unable to convert without running intc 
difficulties with the tax authorities. Ye also assue, as mentior 
above, that a certain amount of hard currency, greenbacks or Swiss 
francs, will be a"usefu1 negotiable asset for an arent during the 
period between the currency reform and the relative stabilivation 
of his earning power.- ' 

The mechanics of our financial accounting system are relative] 
simple. Payments are recorded on a simple voucher with receipts 
attached, and consolidated at the end of each month into the 

r¥]flggT 
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appropriate category. Our reports are pouched to Heidelberg 
for consolidation in the overall Station account. In general 
our accounting seems to have been satisfactory to Heidelberg. 
Minor mistakes are usually the product of uncertainty as to 
the category in which a payment should be entered. 

P‘ 

E. Billeting and Agent Installations. , 

Billeting is one of the most important responsibilities 
of the Administrative Office. It falls into two aspects, a) 
staff and b) agent billets. ' 

' a) Staff billets. The billeting of the American personnel 
of the Berlin.Base Is primarily a personal affair which can.be 
handled directly with the OHGU billeting office. Although 
there have been fluctuations in the real estate situation, in 
general there have always been enough quarters available to enable 
our staff tn obtain accommodations appropriate to their rank or 
rating. "However, in a number of instances we ha"e found it 
advisable to classify the billetsmf bachelor case officers as 
operational installations. In such cases, the billeting office 
gives special treatment to our requests, making available small 
houses~or apartments which would otherwise be earmarked for 
families. This preferential treatment, as indeed all services 
rendered to us by the billiing and real esiate offices-in OHGUS, 
are the result of basic agreements conluded with the S-4 of 
Berlin Command at various times during the past tfig years. These agreements have been implemented by good liaison! e part of 
.our administrative officers, have _- 

been at pains to assure Berlin Command t at we wil not abuse 
the right to requisition property for operational purposes, and 4 

that any request for change of quarters which is not motivated 
by bona fide security considerations will be submitted purely as 
a personal matter for routine disposition. 

b) Qperational installations fall into two categories. The 
bachelor case officer quarters are operational only in a limited 
sense. They may be used for entertaining of German contacts, 
primarily on a social basis. Occasionally, agents from out of 
town-may be billeted for a short period in a case officer's 
quarters. This is done with careful consideration of security 
risks. 

The second category of operational installations is the 
regular agent billet or holding area. The history of our agent 
housing in Berlin has been complex and at times rather painful. 
In the early days, with our overexpanded chain system, we main- 
tained a numbered large establishments, notably a‘l2-room house 
at;2 Proenadenstrasse and a 27—room villa on the-Kleiner Wannsee 

,\was originally taken under the regime 
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of%_e .)“’7"7‘?: 4, at a time when we had an ambitious 
pro ct of training andfholding a group of agents for work in 
the Polish Zone and P0TH“fi- When this project was abandoned, 
we continued to use<upmaPQgias an agent area.- Because-zfits 
immense size and its isolation, we yielded to the temptation to 
house a considerable number of characters simultaneously. Despite. 
the fact that the villa was admirably suited to internal comparte 
mentalization, it was impossible with our inadequate American _ 

personnel to maintain strict,segregation. As a result, the semi- 
permanent guests inevitably came to know a lot about each other, 
"and even about the transients. _Wben the security blovs began to 
fall in the winter of 1946-47, it became apparent that our estab- lishent was, if not actually blown, at.least rendered unte ble 
from the security viewpoint. We decided to give 
the fall of 1947, and were luckily able to make a e of 
necessity by turning it over to GIG who needed just such a place 
as a special detention center. At about the same time we liqui- . 

dated our other principal white_elephant,iflg,_2 Promenadenstrasse,j 
which had been set up in the fall of 1945 before my arrival. we 
were left with only one major agent house,'26 Rnheweg,Iuhich 
like the other two had served its usefulness, but which we have 
retained for temporary housing of blown agents. 

Faced with_an acute shortage of agent accommodations, we 
turned to the S-4 and Billeting Office with an appeal for a new 
type of property: small unpretentious houses or apartments, which 
_could be kept up by a single German housekeeper, with or without 
the presence of a resident case officer or enlisted man. Berlin 
Command has been-extremely cooperative in providing half a doven - 

such-accommodations, stipulating only that we not compronise;by,- 
an eicess-of clandestine activity, any billets which would be 
suitable for American families. 

Only one other category of operational real estate remains 
to be mentioned, viz. permanent residences for agents in the 
American sector. This type is the hardest to procure. It must 
be realized that the real estate situation for Germans in Berlin, 
though less critical than in the American Zone, is nevertheless 
extremely tight (average l.8_persons per room in the American 
Sector of Berlin). Accordingly, the possibility of setting up new living quarters for Germans through German channels on a 
routine basis is practically nil. Even if the agent is copletely 
in order with his papers, he has virtually no hope of procuring an apartment through the Wbhnnngsamt in any of the five American Sector boroughs, unless he obtains a supporting order from American 
Eilitary Government. Such an order will only be issued on behalf 
of an actual employee of HG, and, while we can readily procure it, we automatically expose the connection of our agent. Eoreover, 
even if such an order is delivered to the Wohnungsamt, it is still 
not sufficient to guarantee the immediate availability of a suitable 
dwelling. Accordingly, we have frequently been forced to resort to 
the rather extreme measure of requisitioning under HG authority. 
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This.procedure is unsatisfactory. In the first place General 
Clay, as early as the fall of 1946. ordered the cessation of new requisitioning, and the turnin.“ back to the German economy 
of a substantial anount of property already requisitioned. By great effort, jointly between ourselves, Heidelberg, and Frankfurt, we were able to secure a high level authorisation for requisition<> ing German property for operational purposes. The extent of this 
privilege was limited to ten separate dwellings. In actual fact, we have exercised our right in only five cases. . 

The upshot of our headaches with procurement of agent billets 
has been the adoption of a policy of putting the agent on his own. 
If his present position is not such that he can take care of him- 
self, it is-unlikely that he can ever become a useful agent with 
adequate security. Inevitably, this consideration has limited the 
scope-of our recruitment, and occasionally compelled us to forego 
the services of an otherwise promisiny candidate. ‘But it has also 
compelled us to be more reaistic, and to assess an agent's pros- 
pects against his capacity to survive without artificial support 
in the existing German economy. 

One result of this trend in our policy has been to turn our 
attention toward the outright purchase of real estate._ Under 
prevailing conditions, with the.powerful leverage of the inflated 
mark, it is possible to buy apartments, houses, and even business 
establishments_at prices which we can readily afford to pay. The 
principal difficulty, of course, is setting up a cooperative and 
reliable German to hold the title, inhsuch fashion that his pur- 
chase will appear to have been legal, without attracting undue 
attention'from tax collectors, etc. To date, although we have .~ 
examined a number of possibilities,?we have not succeeded in 
actually mounting such a purchase.‘ It will readily be seen that 
any transaction of this type will have to be associated with a 
degree of long range planning which the fluid situation in.Berlin 
hardly encourages at the present moment. ' 

Furniture also presents a headache to our administrative 
office. In the case of staff billets, the Army has usually been 
able to provide at least a decent minimum, which can be supple- 
mented by a little enterprise on the part of the billet holder. 
But in the case of agent premises, furniture is extremely difficult 
to organivd. Because of its immense black market value, furniture~ 
is also one of the last things an agent is willing to give up, 
if he is forced to leave Berlin. Nearly all our evacuation agree- 
ments are complicated by a housemoving proviso. Sometimes it is 
sufficient to move the furniture fro another sector of Berlin 
hto our own. _But even this is hard to accomplish, as we have found 
out empirically; German or allied police are likely to turn up at embarrassing moments and-question the transaction. If the 
agent is obliged to leave Berlin permanently, we frequently*have 
to agree to-ship his furniture and personal belongings to the 
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American Zone, which may involve a 1000 or even a l€OO mile trip 
with a 2% ton truck. Needless to say there always seems to ' 

be a discrepancy between what the agent claims he had and what 
actually arrives. Our long—suffering friends in the disposal 
unit at Heidelberg can testify to the intensity of these household“ 
woes. .~ 

F. Transportation ' " 

‘Hotor transport is unquestionably the aspect of Berlin Base 
administration in which I have been forced to take the closest 
personal interest. It has always-been.my conviction that the 
efficiency of our intelligence production to a considerable extent 
has been a'direct function of the efficiency of our transportation. 
I am glad to report a steady improvement in the latter which has 
certainly been paralleled by improvement in the former. I believe 
there is a real cause and effect rehationship. 

In January 1946, as I stated above, our motor pool narrowly 
escaped complete liquidation at the hands of OMGUS. With the 
exception of Mr._Dulles's three Buicks it was a sorry prize for 
General Edmunds. We had a fleet of about 10 beaten up_rartime 
jeeps, half a'dozen rattletrap Opels and.Hercedes turned over to 
us as captured enemy equipment, an exotic and unreliable Tatra 
and some trucks. 

During the first half of 1946, this dismal situation still 
further deteriorated, and with it the morale of our dwindling _ group_of case officers. I first realized clearly in the Fall that 
1=y primary administrative obligation was to reverse this trend 
by building up our motor pool. By direct negotiation- I succeeded 
in obtaining from the Chief of Ordnance, Berlin District, twelve 
salvaged sedans which the Army admitted it was unable to repair. 
These were of very diverse quality ranging from an excellent Buick, 
which only lacked a clutch throw out bearing, to moderately useful 
Opels and Hercedes. -All twelve of these vehicles were towed to 
our motor pool and the painful process of rehabilitation was begun. 
Although in some cases the process took as much as six months, 
with partsbeing scrounged or hand made in obscure German garages 
or imported from Belgium or Switzerland, eventually all twelve 
sedans were brought into running condition. .Seven are still 
serving us, for better or worse, today. 

Although the acquisition of these 12 sedans marked the turn- 
ing point in the history of our transportation, we still were 
faced with an actue shortage of vehicles. Because of the diffie 
culty of repairs, and the bitter cold of the winter of 1946-47, 
as many as 50% of our vehicles would be deadlined at a given moment 
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Sedans were no longer available from the Army. The only pros- 
pect of immediate relief was to procure some Volkswagens. After 
securing aperoval from Heidelberg and Washington, in October 1946 
I placed a request with our British friends in 7 CCU for an allo- 
cation of thirty "bumble bees“. Despite the cooperativeness of ;** 
our liaison contacts, the entire transaction became enveloped in 
a mass of red tape. After several months delay ifiuzmatter was‘ 
finally carried through.Brigadier Howard and Hafior General L8thr 
-bridge of Intelligence Division, CCG to the Director of the Econ- 
omics Subcommission, Sir Cecil Weir, who personally authorized the 
allocation. From that point on, American red tape succeeded.Britis 
but Heidelberg and Frankfurt successfully surmounted all obstacles 
created by USFET Ordnance, §~4,and Army Exchange Service. The 
thirty vehicles were deliveredina mass operation in early spring 
11947, l0 being driven straight from\the factory to Berlin. The. 
arrival of the l0 Volkswagens_on top of the 12 Urdnance sedans 
marked the final.liberation of Berlin.Base from the "struggle

_ buggy" era. It now became possible to assign each case officer 
and executive member of the_staff a closed vehicle, and to maine 
tain a minimum reserve for periodic checks, deadlining and dispatch 

The third turning point in the history of our transportation 
was the arrival in late summer of the first of the new American '0 

sedans, ordered by Washington. One by one these shiny vehicles 
have filtered in, and as of the present writing we have a total 
of l2 new American vehicles. We have gradually been.able to 
shuffle off our worst pieces of junk, but we still find it neces- 
sary to retain a few substandard vehicles in order to meet all 
our operational,_dispatch, visitors, and reserve requirements. r 

we hope by this sumer that every active member of the staff 
will have a permanently assigned reliable American sedan. 

In order to service and maintain our vehicles with maximum 
efficiency we have found it necessary to keep a staff of German 
mechanics and helpers, averaging about 10 to 12. It is quite 
impractical to carry out repairs through Ordnance facilities, 
which are hopelessly swamped: they themselves have encouraged us 
to do third echelon work, which officially is prohibited for

0 

small motor pools in Berlin. Ordnance has been cooperative in 
issuing such parts as-are available, making only the stipulation 
that we avoid stockpiling. Army Exchange Service maintains _ 
minimum facilities for servicing the thousand odd civilian vehi- 
cles in.Berlin, but they are so inadequately staffed and stocked 
with parts that we can derive only slight support from them. 
Basically, we remain as we have been during the past two years-- 
on our own. -Our motor sergeant and his principal mechanics have 
developed a veritable network of-German contacts who provide ~ 

a1ything...at a pricel Since the price is usually measured in 
terms of cigarettes or Lebensmittel, we are able to keep the 
wheels rolling for almost nothing. For example, a complete factory 
quality paint job worth $100 in the States costs an average of 
one Ten—in—0ne package or fifteen packs of cigarettes. 

0

- 
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Maintenance of a fully developed motor pool presents ¢erta1n obvious drawbacks, chiefly from the security viewpoint, and we have frequently deliberated on the advisability of liquidating it. But the prospect of throwing ffiteen active case officers and a bus administrative and executive staff completely "on the town", has 
always led us to cherish the status quo. V 

.The question has occa§.onally been raised fro Washington_ 
why we have laid such extraordinary emphasis and expended so' 
tnuch effort on transportation. =No person who has been in Berlin 
ever raises this question. I can best put the situation in a few simple comparisons. The City of Berlin is almost four times 
the size of the District of Columbia. This area is inhabited to 
the city limits. The American Sector is as big as the City of 
Washington. It is possible to drive in a straight line in thickly 
settled areas for a distance almost as great as from Washington 
to Balthmore. In effect, Berlin is probably areawise the largest 
city in the world. Our business knows no sector limits; 

The other side of the picture is the fact that for all prac- 
tical purposes there is no alternative to motor transportation. 
The common carrier system has been restored, but the service is 
so poor that it cannot be used efficiently by American personnel, 
entirely apart from security or prestige considerations. Theree 
is a rudimentary bus service (six lines) between key American 
installations, which does not,'however, connect with the other 
sectors. There is no comercial taxi service, and the handful 
of dilapidated German taxis operated under HG sponsorship are 
unobtainable because of the civilian demand. In short, without 
a car the conduct of our type of business is impossible. we , 

are glad that this basic proposition has been recognized and 
Washington has undertaken to provide us with new and sound vehicle 
sufficient to our needs. ' 

G. Registry. 
An.important administrative change coeval with the dissolu- 

tion of Intelligence Branch in Heidelberg in June 194" was the 
dispersal of Registry personnel and responsibilities. For the 
first_time Berlin acquired a full fledged Registry of its own, 

d the se es of a trained, conscientious registrar, Mr. 
had been prepared in the Adjutant's office, 

w ch was a dy overworked a doren ways: such tasks as logging, 
indexing records, distribution of incoming pouches, internal 
routing of cables and memoranda, maintenance of Top Secret Control 
and maintenance of files had been scattered among several offices 
and performed in the catch~as-catch-can manner necessitated by 
personnel shortage. Now, however, gathered all - 

these and other functions into a smoo -running central Registry 
"which has greatly improved the efficiency of this Base. One 
indication of the sire of the job is that since he arrived the 
incoming and outgoing correspondence has numbered four thousand 
pieces and the cables more'2han two thousand. " {ET 
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H. Cogagnications 
Communications is perhaps the only administrative field in which we have never had any headaches. The high standard of efficiency and security which the Communications Branch of OSS d€V€lOpQd during the war has been maintained, so far as we can 'udge, without in irment. Our present Chief Code Clerk, Mr. 

is a good example of this efficiency. 
The cable traffic_of the Berlin Base has varied considerably, but it has generally fallen slightly above the normal capacity of a single communications clerk. There have been peak loads when - the code clerk was swamped, but we have fortunately had a few ' 

trained substitutes among the regular office personnel to step 
into the breach. The heaviest volume of traffic was reached in December 194” with a total of 26,000 groups.- This is almost double the amount ihich is considered normal for a single code clerk. Traffic has declined slightly since that peak, but still averages at least 50% more than a single clerk should handle. we hesitated, however, to ask for the outright assignment of a second clerk until we were absolutely sure that it vas necessary. It was finally agreed in Earch 1948 to send a secon clerk an experimental basis. ‘ 

The most important innovation in our message center was the instalhation in January 1948 of a teleprint connection with the OMGUS Signal Center, which provides direct relay of the encoded messages to-and from our office; This put an end to the time con- snming-system of picking up the messages by courier, and insured that priority messages will be handled without delay. 
Until the arrival we had _ had only girls as code clerks, a series of six or seven rotated to Berlin from Heidelberg. I wish to take this occasion to commend them all, for their efficiency, their patience under conditions of strain and for their friendly and cheerful participation in the life of our little_community. Orchids to Commol 

I. Secret Section. 
Berlin Base operates a Secret Section on a part time basis. During 1946 we embarked on a rather ambitious program of document reproduction, in support of our clandestine operations. we did this"becauses¢he time factor in.most cases ruled out processing documents through to Washington, and Heidelberg had not at that time reconstructed the liquidated C%D Section of the wartime OSS. 
Unfortunately this document program ran into difficulties in the winter of 1946947. Our principal German contact, the Zander -Printing Company, was compromised in the blowing of the Cakewalk- Calesa-Calf chains. Moreover a number of security jolts had 
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convinced us that it was dangerous to equip our a;ents with forged papers beyond absolute_necessity. It was not that our forgeries were incompetent. ‘he danger lay rather in the fact that many other people were in the business, on a strictly money-making, as opposed to an intelligence basis. Consequently it was quite normal for the Soviet or German police to apprehend Germans with false Reisemarken,_etc. Even though our agents ' 

right not incur special risks in such routine pick ups, there was always the danger that the investigation_of a forged documents' case might lead to the discovery" of espionage activity. 
we were further deterred from continuing in the documents business by the visit of Col. Leers. Col. Leers was chiefly concerned with the reorganization of the Secret Section in Hei- elberg, to serve the purpose of an intermediate processing point between the field bases and Washington. He did, however, devote some attention to our own products. As a result of his critical scrutiny, we became aware of the fact that our efforts had fre- quently been clumsy or amateurish. we realized that, with the tightening of controls, we would only jeopardize our own and our agents‘ security by continuing to equip them with papers which would not stand rigid tests. 
At present our activities in this field are greatly restricted. We have indeed one useful resource in cases of emergency, viz. CIC. Berlin CIC has the services-of a really expert forger (formerly with the Abwehr I.G.), whom they are_willing to make available for us on special occasions. Actually, we have taken advantage of this offer only . For obvious security reasons, once we prefer not to entrust our commissions to an outside agency, . nomatter how cooperative. ‘ 

= * *** =- ‘ 

Our Secret Sectio functions are at present carried out by an FR Case i in addition to document work, handl special equipment, secret inks, etc. It must be confessed that we have not been fully satisfied with the support he has received in these matters. We have been disappoints 
over delays in fillingrourfirequestsé I 315° P°¢°m1efld greater liberality in supplying secret inks and special devices to the field. I realize that security considerations are paramount, ’ 

but some risks must be assued if we are not to sacrifice profit- able current operations. 
The greatest positive contribution of the Secret Section in Berlin has been the steady stream of documents, as well as docu- ment and operational intelligenc which been-diligently and ably collected and passed on Indeed, we have fully realized that any future large s 'e reac ivation of the Secret Section for day to day operational problems will necessitate the collection f docume ts and documenintelligence in the interven- ing time. shown an outstanding aptitude in this field, and it s largely due to his diligence and conscientious~ ness that this has not been handled perfunctorily, as a secondary duty. An outstanding contribution in this field has been the 

sf!” 
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excellent working arrangement with the Reichsdruckerei, the official German pr‘! =1‘-Li rw ofl‘f‘i ce This workin emenr , orj _ ginally se u by 3. §1c;-_4ff1_ now y handled by; it has resulted in our procuring a copy of every document of identity printed by the Reichsdruckerei. We have been able with their assistance to obtain any type of _¢ document paper which the Secret Section in Washingt0n.might need. This has even resulted in the Reichsdruckerei offering their very extensive dyeing facilities to duplicate paper samples. 

A certain amount of special communications material is also on hand. We have threedizfferent types of sound recorders, with xsbrophones and wire. ,se do not, however, have any competent technician to install them, and therefore we have to call on Heidelberg for support. It is possible that we.can arrange to have a technician trained for us, in the person either of our photographer or our communications clerk. - 
" 

- ‘ 

. we have at present a satisfactory listening and recording arrangement in the house of the SC Branch chief, which has been used effectively on several occasions. FR Branch has a similar installation in one of its agent houses. we can also, if necessa mount a recording machine in certain rooms of our office building -On the whole, however, as in Secret Section matters, we have been insufficiently supported by higher headquarters in the training of both staff and enlisted personel. _We hope that this defect will be remedied. We also recognize that in part the fault has been our own: it is a hard decision to detach a valuable case officer for the considerable period of time necessary to give him expert training. p 
J. Photographic Laboratory. 

The photographic laboratory has been a vital part of the Berlin Operations Base technical setup.‘ As a result of our clan» destine operations we receive a substantial volume of reports which have to be microfilmed or photostated for transmission to Heidelberg and Washington. This work frequently has to be carrie out on a rush basis, especially where the documents have been purloined at night and must be returned by morning. 
Our laboratory equipment is installed in a sizable room in. the attic of our building. The conversion of_the attic to the prposes of_a dark roo, constituted-a major operation which could ‘only be carried out by resorting to the open German market for lumber, insulation, black cloth and paper, etc. A large part of the equipment was inherited from our pedecessor organiaations some was procured from Washington,=a small amount locally fro the Army, and individual items were purchased on the indigenous market with inflated marks or cigarettes. ' 

_= 
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Our photo laboratory was inspected by Col. Joseph Leers in the summer of 1947. Col. Leers made many im ortant P8cOmmendati0ns 
for the improvement of our service, both as to equipment and d 

operating methods. So far as possible, these recommendations have“ 
been carried out. It still remains difficult to secure an adequate 
supply of materials within the Theater, especially enlarging paper= 
and we have-not-found that requisitions from Washington arrive" 
very promptly. ~ 

' 1» 
1! _ 

‘I. 

Our Chief proble, however, has been personnel. During the. 
past two years we have_had to rely entirely on en1isted.men, for 
the most part untrained in photographic technique at the time of 
their recruitment. Training has been carried out by Cmnunications 
Branch.at-Heidelberg, and furthered, locally, as far as possible, 
after the transfer to Berlin. Nevertheless,\none of our photograph 
technicians to date has been really satisfactory. As of the presen 
writing, we have for the first time under recruitment a fully 
trained Army photographer. with his transfer, we_§hall figally f i 1 - en er an era o echn cal y satisfactory photo nor . As has 
been in the past, our enlisted photographers have had to be 
closely supervised by a staff 0 ficer on any really important work. 

takes a personal interestnin photo-
e graphy, and as willingly de ed a considerable part of his spar 

time to developing the laboratory, training the photographers and 
supervising important assignments. 

In addition to a microfilm camera, we have German photostatic 
equipment and enlargers, a Speed Graphic with accessories, German 
dryers and other special pieces of equipment procured locally. " 

There is need for a new 351in enlarger, preferably of American 
manufacture. * 

K. Security. 
It is altogether appropriate to conclude this lengthy survey 

of the Berlin Operations Base with a discussion of security. 
Volumes could be written on this subject, which has been our most 
constant and ever present concern._ = '" 

Security falls into two broad categories, a) operational, 
and b) administrative, viz. security of installations, correspon- 
dence, and personnel. I have devoted considerable discussion to 
the former in treating the operations of FR and SC Branches; 
The only point that needs to be stressed here is the fact that 
the lack of an assigned security officer during the bulk of 1946 
and 1947 was a great drawback to the operational Branches. This 
lack coupled with the removal of security functions from SC Branch 
was in large measure the cause for the material aspects ofpthe 
major chain blows. ‘ 

as @151‘ 
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Administrative security was also badly neglected. _During 
the perio prior to the appointment of the present security were made from time to 
time to esignate a parti ular case officer as being responsible 
for physical security, but.the press of other duties, usually _ 

resulted in his-~ neglecting the securit responsibility. Two 
exceptions have already been noted: his 
brief period as Fxecutive Officerin l prepared certain basic 
stud ies on the compartmentalization of our building with a view

» 

to segregating the German help.vho also served as 
part time security officer for a few months in the fall of 1946 
concluded the basic agreement with S-4 Berlin Commandby which 
we obtained military and German Industrial Police guards for the 
inside and outside of the building. 'These were important achieve- 
ments, -but they were static, and did not meet the needs of a 
dynamic security defense. 

" ' 

' It was in response to our lack of effective measures in both 
operational_and administrative security assignel 
his present functions. In crder to insure maximum e ectiveness 
it was decided to make him directly responsible to the Base Chief. 
Actually he_w.orks__c_1,o_se1y with, but not under the Executive Office 
the two constituting a team for coordination of security and 
administrative matters of all types. 

s first achievement was clearing up a rather unsat- 
isfactory ‘s nation in our indigenous personnel office. We had . 

long suspected the head of this office of being heavily 
involved 

in black market operations, and‘ possibly connected with thefts of 
a number of our vehicles. The latter suspicion has not been con- 
firmed, and we now feel: that we we:-e*siv:1ply victims of outside 
operators, like hundreds of others in Berlin. The black market 
i 1 t h tablihedb dd btthr h nvo veme s were, owever, es s eyon ou oug 

investigation, and the offender was summarily dis- 
m ssed with a strong threat of court action if he molested us 

in 

any way. 
-

- 

_ with the elimination of this sore spot , a major moral danger 
‘to our enlisted personnel and an ultimate security threat was 
removed. We were still ainfully aware of the existence of a 
certain amount of petty thievery, chiefly in the motor pool. 

It 
is a regrettable but admitted fact in Berlin, that a certain 
amount of pilfering will always exist, so long as the indigenous 
personnel and their families live under the prevailing economic 
conditions. Motor pools are particularly vulnerable: portable 
items such as tools and cans of gasoline have a high value 08 

the 
black market, and short of riveting them down, there is no may 

to 

keep them from disappearing. However, our security officer has 
made a determined and successful effort to reduce the amount 

of 

$.Efl<I'r 
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loss through theft. Recognizing that only an inside German detective could cope with the problem, we obtained from Public Safety the loan of one of their most-trusted and experienced 
Kriminalpolizei operatives. He was installed under cover of a driver for FR Branch, and contacted the security officer only after hours and outside the office preises. The report which 
this detective submitted at the end of two months indicated the .7 following points. a) with the dismissal of our head of indigenous 
employees, the principal source of corruption~was-eliminated.“ 
only one dishonest employee remains, who unfortunately has made himself nearly indispensable by his mastery of the art of scroungiz parts for our cars. with great regret_ue have decided to get rid 
of him, too. b) The morale and attitude of the German mechanics and maintenance personnel on the whole are good. They, of course, realize that they are working for a secret organization, and have 
a pretty shrewd idea what it is all about. But they appear to x have a real pride in their situation, and a considerable\1oyalty which has been strengthened by a generous and friendly treatment on our part (we have made small handouts about once every two 
months, a pack of cigarettes, a pound of lard and some PX items 
to each). Police file checks and background investigations have 
not brought to light any cases of security interest, so far. 
The danger of petty thievery in the motor pool is greater from 
outside than from within. This detective and (ironically) the dishonest mechanic referred to above, have captured several 
prowlers who escaped the vigilance of the German Industrial 
Police guard patroling the enclosure. 

‘In addition to.this type of direct protective work, our detec- 
tive has also conducted background investigations of other employe< 
including the servants in our operational installations, and, as far as practicable, in our staff billets. The latter, of course, are not direct employees of this Base, but are obtained from the Berlin Command Labor Office on a routine basis. While there is 
little security danger from that source, we are including them on our investigation program. a 

The security of our American personnel is largely a matter 
of maintaining a decent minimum of cover in the OHGUS community. 
On the whole we have had few unfortunte experiences in this 
respect. The existence and name of-our Detachment are not classi- 
fied information as such. Our personal mail is addressed to war Department Detachment, OMGUS-APO 742. Inevitably the identity 
of the Detachent is known to a considerable nuber of German 
employees in OMGUS and Berlin Command, such as clerks in the Post Office and the comercial telegraph offices, in the various OHGUS 
clubs, etc. But the neutrality of the name and the normal behaviox 
of our personnel are sufficient to allay latent curiosity. In 
casual social contacts with American personnel, our staff gener- ally employs a minimum of cover subterfuge. Since it would be pointless”to pretend to work with such agencies as-POLAD or any of the functional divisions, we usually simply say that we are connected with the Office of the Director of Intelligence. If 
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the questioner is connected with ODI he will already know who we are; if not,the answer is sufficient to satisfy. 
‘.-':'e have had a very few moments of embarrassment from former OSS personnel, some of whom have casually turned up and made 

embarrasségg remarks in public. There was one particularly bad .< 
case in l of a disgruntled secretary, who had been dismissed from OSS on security grounds, and who took a vindictive delight in heckling some of our staff in the presence of outsiders. The situation became so critical that we had taken steps to per- suade the Theater Commander to have her removed. Fortunately the problem was solved by her marrying and returning to the States 

By and large, our staff have preserved a high degree of anony— mity. None of our billet telephones are listed and our names do not appear on published lists. This anonymity does_not prevent the staff, and especially those with dependents, from enjoying normal social lives-and blending inconspicuously with the large American comunity. I have never believed it wise to discourage normal social intercourse, not only with Americans but with selected Germans. Too much seclusion is bad for morale, and ultimately for security itself. _
" 

Our greatest security preoccupation has naturally been with our office building. Here we started with a great advantage in the very layout of the building and.grounds. Our premises at 19 Foehrenweg were selected in July 1945 by hr. Allan Dulles, at a time when the pick of the real estate was available._ His choice could not have been better. The building is located on a one block long dead—end street, surrounded by a heavily wooded park_ ' 

of about four acres with high and strong metal fences. There is no house opposite our street entrance, nor indeed a1ywhere within 150 feet. In winter, when the shrubs are bare of leaves, our motor pool is indeed visible from a main and heavily travelled highway, a fact which we havehad occasion to regret, since it attracted the unfavorable attention of General Clay and the OMGUS Chief of Staff. ,However, by systematically planting a curtain of evergreen shrubs, we have achieved a fair degree of 
privacy on that side,also. 

The building itself is extremely solid of construction. Originally designed as a sort of rest home for high ranking German army officers, it is said to have served during the war 
as a personal headquarters for Field Marshal Keitel. At any rate, it was equipped with a special air raid shelter with gas decon- tamination equipment and a tunnel escape. There are massive steel doors at each level, and the windows which are accessible from the ground are furnished with heavy steel bars. The less access- 
ible windows are also reinforced with strong solid steel shutters which lock from the inside. A highly professional and determined prowler could gain entry only under the most exceptional circum- stances,_and even this possibility has been virtually eliminated by an outside system of li?s and a roving German guard. 
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Evenlthe improbable event of gaining entry to the building, the intruder would be confronted with the fact that all our classified material is locked in heavy'American combination lock-, filing cabinets. Moreover the American military guard at the ' 

front entrance makes an hourly patrol of the inside of the __ building. As a final precaution we have adopted the practice of having several of our enlisted personnel sleep inside the building. Of late we have been obliged to reduce the number, partly because we have had to billet EH in some of our agent houses, and partly because with the increase of our staff we have.had to take soe of the billet rooms as office space. At present it is our policy to billet three enlisted men in the building, and-the number may presently be reduced to two. It'is believed that this, with the presence of the military and the German civilian guard, is sufficient to protect the building against all but-an onslaught in force. Even that very remote contingency has been considered, and we have had our building put on the beat of the roving MP patrol which cir- culates through the OMGUS area hourly at night. 
All our staff have been alerted to constant sensitivity in regard to building security. As a result there have been a number of incidents in.which staff personnel have personally arrested suspicious loiterers outside the building. One rather comic instance occurred in 1946 when the Chief of SC Branchiggs photographed by a German civilian on the street outside the; _building. Our officer noticed that the civilian was accompanied by an American captain who was sitting near by in a jeep. ‘He noted the nuber of-the jeep, and later ascertained that it belonged to the head of the Signals Photo Unit at Berlin District The civilian.was being.given a little training in candid photo- graphy, and, of all places, the captain happened to select our building! Needless to say the film was recovered and destroyed. 

. We have frequently had our building checked for possible_ microphones or telephone taps. The only serious danger, in our opinion, would come from an outside tap mounted at a central telephone exchange. we have frequently asked Army Signals for their opinion as to our vulnerability and have received uniformly reassuring answers.. Although the telephone system has now been restored to the German Reichspost, the administration is carried out on a sector, rather than a city—wide basis. It“is believed that it would be difficult, if not impossible, for any of the other three allies to operate a successful monitoring service into the exchanges of the American sector without our becoming aware . 
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Although.we are thus relatively complacent about danger 
through the local telephones, we naturally practice all the 
normal forms of telephone security, avoid discussing confiden- 
tial matters even within the strictly military exchange, and 
resort to double talk, use of first names, etc. The most serious 
danger comes from the long distance phone, which passes by land 
line through the Russian Zone. Although the relay stations on V 
this line are maned by American soldiers, it must be assumed 
that the line can.be and probably is tapped. The principal 
defense, apart from rigid security, is the fact that some thousand 
calls a day are made between Berlin and Frankfurt. It seems 
logical to believe tht our small volume of_traffic (average of 
two calls a day) would be lost in such a volume. In any case, 
we play-it safe and relay all sensitive business by cable. = 

To sum up, our attitude toward security is one of constant 
watchfulness. we strive continually for greater protection 
without allowing it to become an inhikiting factor. with a 
detachment and operation of our sire, there is danger of becoming 
muscle bound by an excess of precaution. The ideal toward which 
we aim has never been achieved to the full, but we have learned 
to relax while remaining alert.
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